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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
10
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

11

SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION
12
13
MARCIE HAMILTON,

Case No. 3:20-CV-3710-EMC

14
Plaintiff,

15
16
17

vs.

DECLARATION OF CHRIS BAKER IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
APPROVAL OF PAGA SETTLEMENT
PART 1 OF 2 (EXHIBITS 1 -7)

JUUL LABS, INC.,

18

Defendant.

19

Date: November 4, 2021
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Dept: Courtroom 5, 17th Floor
Judge: Honorable Edward M. Chen

20
21

My name is Chris Baker.

22

1.

23

Jim Isaacson in this case.
Exhibits

24
25

I am counsel of record for Plaintiff Marcie Hamilton and PAGA Representative

2.

This declaration includes, as exhibits, true and correct copies of certain documents.

26

These documents include the settlement agreement, certain of Juul Labs’ agreements, policies,

27

and a training program (excerpted where appropriate) produced in this litigation, and data and

28

testimony provided by the LWDA. The information about each exhibit comes from either the
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1

face of the exhibit itself, metadata, discovery responses or representations, or my personal

2

knowledge. I have highlighted the material parts of the documents.
3.

3

The exhibits are as follows:

4

a.

Exhibit 1 is the settlement agreement that is the subject of this motion.

5

b.

Exhibit 2 is Juul Labs’ standard Proprietary Information and Invention

6

Assignment Agreement, or “Employment NDA.” This Employment NDA was used from at least

7

July 2017 until March 2019, when it was replaced by a version with non-material revisions. All

8

employees were required to sign the Employment NDA as a condition of work. Attached as

9

“Exhibit C” to the Employment NDA is Juul Labs’ termination certification. The Employment

10

NDA requires that employees sign the termination certification upon leaving Juul’s employ.
c.

11

Exhibit 3 is a version of Juul Labs’ “Release NDA.” The Release NDA is

12

an agreement that Juul offered to certain employees to sign in exchange for continued

13

employment, a bonus, or other consideration (such as severance pay), and to certain current and

14

separating employees in exchange for an extension of time to exercise stock options. The version

15

attached to this declaration is the separation with paid leave agreement effective as of March

16

2019.
d.

17

Exhibit 4 is Juul Labs’ External Communication Policy. This particular

18

policy was in effect until at least March 2021. During the limitations period, more than 1400

19

California-based employees were either assigned to review, or acknowledged reviewing, this

20

policy.

21

e.

Exhibit 5 is excerpts from a version of Juul Labs’ Employee Guide, most

22

specifically the section on internal communications and the IT Policy and Procedures. In

23

discovery responses to date, Juul Labs has objected to identifying the number of employees who

24

were assigned to review, or who acknowledged reviewing, each version of the Employee Guide,

25

claiming burden and lack of proportionality because (Juul contends) a response would require the

26

review of individual employment files. I have thus assumed, for purposes of settlement, that all

27

persons employed by Juul Labs during the limitations period were subject to the most restrictive

28

version of the Employee Guide.
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1
2

f.

Exhibit 6 is Juul Labs’ Social Media Policy. This particular policy was in

3

effect until at least March 2021. During the limitations period, more than 1400 California-based

4

employees were either assigned to review, or acknowledged reviewing, this policy.

5

g.

Exhibit 7 are copies of certain cards presented to employees during Juul

6

Labs’ “prevention by design” training program. These cards were provided to me by Jim

7

Isaacson, who attended the training. The front page of each card sets forth a hypothetical, and the

8

back page of the card directs on employees on how to respond.

9

h.

Exhibit 8 is Juul Labs’ “Confidentiality and Inventions Assignment

10

Agreement.” According to document metadata, Juul began using this agreement on July 20,

11

2020, about six weeks after Plaintiff filed this lawsuit.

12

i.

Exhibit 9 consists of excerpts from version 2 of Juul Labs’ 75-page Code

13

of Conduct and Global Compliance Policies (the Code or Policies). According to document

14

metadata, version 1 of this document was created and/or published in March 2021, about five

15

weeks after the Court ruled on Juul’s second motion to dismiss. Version 2 (which removed the

16

“Confidential Information” footer) was created and/or published a few weeks later.

17

j.

Exhibit 10 is a chart showing the gross penalty amounts paid as a result of

18

PAGA claims for more than 2000 reported PAGA settlements. In accordance with the LWDA’s

19

requirements, the gross penalty amounts were self-reported by parties and are maintained in the

20

LWDA’s database. Pursuant to a Public Records Act Request, I received this information in an

21

excel spreadsheet from the LWDA for the time frame from when the LWDA began gathering this

22

information electronically to March 2020. The LWDA does not have data on per-pay-period

23

penalty amounts. Note that the data’s integrity relies on self-reporting (albeit pursuant to a legal

24

obligation). Also, much of the self-reported data is incomplete and at least some entries appear

25

clearly erroneous. In creating this chart, the data analyst who works with my firm excluded all

26

self-reported data about settlements except those that included both the gross penalty amount and

27

the number of employees: i.e., 2068 of the 8170 reported settlements.

28
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k.

1

Exhibit 11 is a declaration provided by the LWDA with respect to its

2

objections and positions as they relate to the proposed PAGA settlement of the anti-gag rule

3

claims in Moniz v. Adecco, Case No. 17-CIV-01736 (San Mateo Superior Court, 2020) (appeal

4

pending). The declaration is relevant here because it includes a discussion of the LWDA’s view

5

on PAGA settlements generally.

6

l.

Exhibit 12 is an excerpt of the plaintiffs’ motion for settlement approval in

7

Brown v. Wal-Mart Stores, Case No. 5:09-CV-03339 (N.D. Cal. 2019). According to this

8

pleading, PAGA settlements for “suitable seating” violations have ranged from about $29 a pay

9

period to about $0.80 a pay period.
m.

10

Exhibit 13 is a brochure from CAC Services, a third-party claims

11

administrator, setting forth its capabilities. Our firm solicited bids from three administrators in

12

this case. Their bids were roughly comparable. We have used CAC in the past and have had

13

good experiences, including in cases involving large classes and difficult allocation plans. CAC

14

has offered to do the work for a not-to-exceed amount of $8,000, assuming the parameters set

15

forth in our request for proposal do not change. We recommend CAC as the settlement

16

administrator.
PAGA Settlements of Comparable Claims

17
4.

18

Based on our research and investigation (including through Westlaw and a Public

19

Records Act request to the LWDA), we are aware of only four PAGA settlements involving non-

20

disclosure agreements and other employer gag rules.1 I have personal knowledge of each

21

settlement.
a.

22

Lai v. Binary Capital et al., Case No. 17-CIV-02882 (San Mateo Superior

23

Court) concerned non-disclosure and non-disparagement provisions in employment agreements

24

required by a venture capital firm. (The firm imploded after women, in violation of their NDAs,

25

disclosed information about a male founder’s inappropriate conduct). Our firm represented the

26
Note that a settlement involving an illegal NDA, in Barnes v. Energy Recovery Inc., Case No.
3:16-cv-00477-EMC, was approved by this Court in 2016, but it only involved the dismissal of
the individual PAGA claim pursuant to an individual settlement agreement, and expressly had no
res judicata effect. (See October 17, 2016 Order (Dkt # 127)).
1

27
28
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1

plaintiff. There were only nine employees (excluding the founders), who worked 125 pay periods

2

during the PAGA period. The settlement required the employer to pay close to $500 per pay

3

period, or more than $6,750 per employee, in gross civil penalties. The settlement also enjoined

4

the founders from seeking to enforce the NDAs and advised the PAGA group members of their

5

rights under California law. The settlement was approved by the superior court on August 28,

6

2020.
b.

7

Rosetta v. Paycom Software LLC, Case No. 2:19-cv-08994 (C.D. Cal.),

8

concerns employment agreements and policies, including (but not limited to) gag rules, that the

9

plaintiff alleges violates numerous provisions of California law. The case also concerns run-of-

10

the-mill wage and hour violations (e.g., misclassification claims). Our firm represents the

11

plaintiff. There are approximately 226 PAGA group members. The settlement requires the

12

employer to pay about $80.00 per pay period, or $2,212 per employee, in gross civil penalties.

13

The settlement also requires the employer to revise its employment agreements and policies so

14

they comply with the law and to provide the aggrieved employees of notice of their rights. The

15

district court granted preliminary approval of the settlement on August 13, 2021. The final

16

approval hearing is scheduled for December 2021.
c.

17

According to the complaint, Moniz v. Adecco, Case No. 17CIV01736 (San

18

Mateo Superior Court), concerns the non-disclosure agreements of a staffing firm’s permanent

19

employees. Our firm represents a PAGA Representative whose claims the employer alleges are

20

extinguished by the settlement of the Moniz case. According to the settlement, there are more

21

than 61,000 PAGA group members. The parties did not provide pay period information, but the

22

per employee penalty amount is about $630 for each permanent employees and $41.00 for each

23

temporary employee. Both a PAGA representative and the LWDA objected to the PAGA

24

settlement. The superior court approved the settlement on November 22, 2019, and the approval

25

order was appealed. Oral argument is currently scheduled for October of 2021.
Litigation to Date

26
27
28

5.

This case has been hard fought. It essentially began in August 2019, when

Plaintiff filed her first PAGA notice. While the lawsuit was not filed until June 2020, this is
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1

because the parties mediated in January 2020 and continued to engage in settlement negotiations

2

during the first half of that year. After Plaintiff filed her lawsuit, Juul litigated aggressively with

3

extensive motion practice, on the one hand, and the resistance to responding to discovery, on the

4

other.

5

6.

The discovery Juul has provided was obtained only after considerable time and

6

expense. It consists of more than 28,000 pages of documents, responses to multiple sets of

7

requests for admission and special interrogatories, and hit reports of Hamilton’s email box. This

8

discovery supports Plaintiff’s claims. For purposes of settlement discussions, I have assumed that

9

additional discovery also would support Plaintiff’s claims.

10

7.

The parties resumed settlement negotiations only after the Court’s rulings on

11

Juul’s second motion to dismiss, the form of the protective order, and the resolution of various

12

discovery disputes.
Maximum Exposure, Case Value, and Settlement Recommendation

13
14

8.

I calculated the maximum exposure for Plaintiff’s PAGA claims through August

15

27, 2021 by first multiplying the number of PAGA Group Members by $20,000 for the alleged

16

Labor Code § 98.6 and 1102.5 violations. I then add $100 for each member’s first pay period for

17

each alleged violation of Labor Code §§ 96(k), 232.5, 432.5, 1101, and 1102, and $200 for each

18

subsequent pay period, for these five Labor Code sections. Using these calculations, the

19

maximum exposure amount is $97,489,000. If I add the dismissed claims under Labor Code §§

20

232 and 1197.5 to the calculation, the maximum exposure leaps to $123,489,600.

21

9.

For the reasons detailed in the motion for approval, it is unlikely that Plaintiff

22

would ultimately recover that amount. In addition to the significant legal issues with respect to

23

the manner in which PAGA penalties are calculated, there is also the fact that Juul Labs appears

24

to have responded to Plaintiff’s lawsuit by implementing a new NDA, and to this Court’s ruling

25

on its second motion to dismiss by implementing a new Code and Policies. These changes may

26

well entitle Juul to a significant reduction in the mandatory penalties.

27
28

10.

I see this as a strong case, and I am confident Plaintiff ultimately will succeed at

trial. But it is well-established that attorneys are biased towards their own case. If I am wrong on
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1

the subject of liability, Plaintiff and the State could recover no penalties and receive no injunctive

2

relief.

3

11.

Also even assuming, as I do, that Juul ultimately will be held liable in this case,

4

continued litigation means continued delay in obtaining: (1) important changes to Juul’s existing

5

Gag Rules, and (2) affirmative notice to employees of their right to whistle blow, speak, and

6

compete, notwithstanding any NDA or other Gag Rule to the contrary. I place a very high value

7

on this programmatic relief. While continued litigation ultimately may result in greater penalties,

8

I think it is appropriate to discount the penalties to obtain the certainty of a substantial recovery

9

for the State and the programmatic relief set forth in the settlement: Namely, the release of Juul’s

10

current and former employees from the illegal obligations imposed by Juul’s NDAs and other

11

Gag Rules.

12
13

I declare, under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
September 30, 2021, in San Francisco, California.

14
_______________________________
Chris Baker

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
-7-
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
This Settlement Agreement under the California Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act
(“PAGA”) is made by and between plaintiff Marcie Hamilton (“Plaintiff”), on behalf of herself and the
State of California, and Jim Isaacson, also on behalf of the State of California (collectively “PAGA
Representatives”), on the one hand, and defendant Juul Labs Inc. (“Defendant”), on the other hand
(collectively, the “Parties”).
I.

DEFINITIONS

Unless otherwise defined herein, the following terms used in this Agreement shall have the
meanings ascribed to them as set forth below:
A.

“Action” means the civil action titled Hamilton v. Juul Labs, Inc., filed in the United States
District Court for the Northern District of California, Case No. 3:20-cv-3710.

B.

“Agreement,” “Settlement,” or “Settlement Agreement” means this Settlement Agreement.

C.

“Complaint” means the Complaint filed by Plaintiff on June 4, 2020, and all amendments
thereto, including the currently operative First Amended Complaint.

D.

“Court” means the United States District Court for the Northern District of California.

E.

“Covered Period” means the period of time from August 14, 2018 to the date the Court
grants approval of the Settlement.

F.

“Executive” means an employee who was a C-Level Officer (including founders and the
Chief Accounting Officer), General Manager, General Counsel, President, Senior Vice
President, or Executive Director.

G.

“Final” means: (1) if there are no objections, the Court has entered an order or judgment
approving the settlement; or (2) if there are objections, either (a) the Ninth Circuit has
rendered a final judgment affirming the Court’s approval order without material
modification and the date for further review by an appellate or supreme court has passed
without such further review, or (b) the applicable date for seeking appellate review of the
Court’s final approval of the Settlement has passed without a timely appeal or request for
review having been made.

H.

“LWDA” means the California Labor and Workforce Development Agency.

I.

“LWDA Payment” means the portion of the Total Settlement Amount to be paid to the
LWDA under the Settlement Agreement.

J.

“Notice Packet” means the Notice identified in Section III.C.1 and the individual
settlement checks to PAGA Group Members, as provided for in Section III.B.2.

K.

“PAGA Claims” means all claims asserted in the Action under PAGA, based on the factual
allegations set forth in the Complaint, during the “Covered Period”.

L.

“PAGA Group Members (Formers)” means any non-Executive California employee of
Defendant who meets the following conditions: (1) the employee was employed by
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Defendant and worked Pay Periods at any point during the Covered Period; (2) the
employee is no longer employed by Defendant at the time the Court approves the
Settlement; and (3) the employee worked a Pay Period for Defendant at any point during
the Covered Period. PAGA Group Members (Formers) shall include Plaintiff.

II.

M.

“PAGA Group Members (Currents)” means any non-Executive California employee of
Defendant who meets the following conditions: (1) the employee was employed by
Defendant and worked Pay Periods at any point during the Covered Period; (2) the
employee remains employed by Defendant at the time the Court approves the Settlement;
and (3) the employee worked a Pay Period for Defendant at any point during the Covered
Period.

N.

“Penalty Amount (Currents)” means the portion of the Total Settlement Amount based on
the Pay Periods of PAGA Group Members (Currents).

O.

“Penalty Amount (Formers)” means the portion of the Total Settlement Amount based on
the Pay Periods of PAGA Group Members (Formers).

P.

“Pay Period” means the time period between an employee’s regular payroll check or
payroll direct deposit. The number of Pay Periods for each employee shall correspond with
the number of pay periods worked by the employee within the physical boundaries of the
State of California. Subject to the challenge procedure set forth in Section III.F.4, the
parties will calculate the Pay Periods worked by an employee within the physical
boundaries of California based on whether the employee identified their residential address
as being in the State of California during that Pay Period.

Q.

“Plaintiff’s Counsel” means the law firm of Baker Curtis & Schwartz, P.C.

R.

“Qualified Settlement Fund” is the common fund, account, or trust under the control of the
Settlement Administrator into which the amounts set forth in this Settlement Agreement
are deposited.

S.

“Settlement Administrator,” or “Administrator,” means a third-party administrator selected
by Plaintiff’s Counsel, confirmed as acceptable to Defendant, and/or approved by the
Court.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

On June 4, 2020, plaintiff Marcie Hamilton filed this Action against Juul Labs, Inc. The
Complaint alleges various violations of California Labor Code sections 96(k), 98.6, 232,
232.5, 432.5, 1101, 1102, 1102.5(a), 1197.5, Business & Professions Code §§ 16600,
16720 et. seq., 17200 et. seq, and California Government Code § 12964.5. The Complaint
seeks civil penalties pursuant to the Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004
(“PAGA”) and a public injunction pursuant to California’s Unfair Competition Law.

B.

On September 29, 2020, Jim Isaacson filed and served a notice with the LWDA stating his
intent to join Plaintiff as a PAGA representative with respect to the PAGA claims against
Defendant.

C.

Defendant represents that there are approximately 1,145 PAGA Group Members (Formers)
and that the former members have been employed for a total of approximately 37,139 Pay

2
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Periods during the Covered Period. Defendant also represents that there are approximately
509 PAGA Group Members (Currents) and that the current members have been employed
for a total of approximately 28,097 Pay Periods during the Covered Period. These
representations are consistent with Plaintiff counsel’s review of spreadsheets evidencing
information from Defendant’s payroll system. The accuracy of these numbers will not
affect the Total Settlement Amount unless any final number for PAGA Group Members
(Former) or PAGA Group Members (Current) – as provided to the Settlement
Administrator – is 10% or more than the numbers referenced herein, in which case the
number of PAGA Group Members (Former) or PAGA Group Members (Current), or their
respective Pay Periods, will be increased by the amount of the discrepancy.

III.

D.

Following certain motion practice, Defendant answered the First Amended Complaint,
denying Plaintiff’s allegations.

E.

This Agreement represents a compromise and settlement of highly disputed claims.
Nothing in this Agreement is intended or will be construed as an admission by Defendant
that Plaintiff’s claims have merit or that it has any liability to Plaintiff or the State of
California or any of the PAGA Group Members.

SETTLEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS
A.

Total Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount is the sum of $34.03
multiplied by the number of Pay Periods, 65,236, or, assuming no adjustments pursuant
to Section II.C, $2,219,981.08. Of this Total Settlement Amount, $1,263,840.17 shall
constitute the Penalty Amount (Formers) and $956,140.91 shall constitute the Penalty
Amount (Currents). Except as provided in Section III.G.6, this shall be the entire amount
paid by Defendant in settlement of the PAGA Claims and the claim for public injunctive
relief under California’s Unfair Competition Law, and all settlement payments to PAGA
Group Members, payments to the LWDA, Plaintiff’s attorneys’ fees and costs, the fees
and expenses of the Settlement Administrator, and service payments shall only be paid
from the amounts deposited into the Qualified Settlement Fund.

B.

Allocation of the Total Settlement Amount
1.

Payment to LWDA. The LWDA is entitled to 75% of the Total Settlement
Amount, after court-approved deductions (if any), and subject to the suspension
and forgiveness provisions set forth in Section III.B.4 and the reserve fund set forth
in Section III.F.3.

2.

Payment to PAGA Group Members. The PAGA Group Members are entitled
to 25% of the Total Settlement Amount, after court-approved deductions (if any),
and subject to the suspension and forgiveness provisions set forth in Section
III.B.4. The allocation of each PAGA Group Member’s separate share of the 25%
of the Total Settlement Amount shall be as follows:
a.

Each PAGA Group Member (Former) is entitled to a base payment of
$250 (25% of the civil penalties allocated to the alleged violations under
Labor Code §§ 98.6 and 1102.5(a)) and a pro-rated amount of the
remainder of the Payment to PAGA Group Members (Formers) based on
each former employee’s number of Pay Periods as a proportion of the total
number of Pay Periods worked by all PAGA Group Members (Formers).

3
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C.

b.

Subject to Section III.B.4, each PAGA Group Member (Current) is entitled
to a base payment of $250 (25% of the civil penalties allocated to the
alleged violations under Labor Code §§ 98.6 and 1102.5(a)) and a prorated amount of the remainder of the Payment to PAGA Group Members
(Currents), based on each current employee’s number of Pay Periods as a
proportion of the total number of Pay Periods worked by all PAGA Group
Members (Currents).

c.

Payments to PAGA Group Members are in the nature of penalties. The
Administrator will treat them as penalties for tax purposes.

3.

Court-Approved Deductions. Consistent with applicable law and equitable
principles, Plaintiff will move for, and the Court will award or approve, attorneys’
fees and costs to Plaintiff’s Counsel, fees and costs to the Settlement
Administrator, and service payments to the PAGA Representatives, to be deducted
from the amounts deposited into the Qualified Settlement Fund. Unless the Court
orders otherwise, the settlement amounts paid to the LWDA and each PAGA
Group Member from the Qualified Settlement Fund shall be reduced on a pro-rata
basis by the amount of the court-approved deductions.

4.

Suspension and Forgiveness of Penalty Amount (Currents). Provided that
Defendant substantially complies with the programmatic relief set forth in Section
III.C.2, its obligation to pay the Penalty Amount (Currents) shall be immediately
suspended and then forgiven over a two-year period, pro-rated monthly. Thus, and
assuming no adjustments pursuant to Section II.C, after each month of compliance
with the programmatic relief, the Penalty Amount (Currents) owed by Defendant
shall be reduced by $39,839.20, until that amount is zero.

Programmatic Relief. In addition to the Total Settlement Amount, Defendant also agrees
to the programmatic relief.
1.

Notice to the PAGA Group Members (Formers). The Settlement Administrator
will issue to each PAGA Group Member (Former) a notice in the form of Exhibit
A in conjunction with the issuance of their settlement checks. With respect to
PAGA Group Members (Formers), Defendant will not act in a manner contrary to
the rights set forth in the Notice.

2.

Confirming The Right To Engage In Protected Activity. To the extent it has
not already done so, Defendant will, on a going-forward basis, modify the
following materials at issue in the Complaint that are applicable to California
employees: its employee orientation materials, employment agreements,
separation agreements, offer letters, policies, training programs, and termination
certifications (“instruments”) to unambiguously inform employees of these
protected activity principles, to the extent such principles are applicable to the
particular instruments:
a. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent the disclosure of information about
reasonably suspected violations of the law to government agencies or public
bodies (as permitted by Labor Code § 1102.5) or other third parties (to the extent
permitted by Government Code § 12964.5), except when the employee’s

4
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knowledge of the information arises solely from communications protected from
disclosure by Defendant’s attorney-client privilege.
b. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent the disclosure of information about
reasonably suspected violations of the law, internally and in written form, to
persons within Defendant’s organization who have the authority to address the
violation.
c. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent political speech or activities, as
provided by Labor Code §§ 1101-1102, by employees acting in their personal
capacities.
d. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent the disclosure or discussion of their
own wages, or the wages of others as permitted by Labor Code §§ 232 and
1197.5(k), but only in a manner consistent with each employee’s constitutional
right of privacy.
e. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent the disclosure of information about
working conditions, except when that information constitutes a bona fide trade
secret or proprietary information of Defendant or is otherwise subject to a legal
privilege, consistent with Labor Code § 232.5.
f. These instruments do not prohibit or prevent the disclosure or use of the
employee’s general skills, knowledge, or acquaintances learned during the
course of their employment, nor disclosure or use of information that is readily
available to a competitor through lawful competition means. However, the
instruments can and do prevent the unlawful use or disclosure of trade secrets
and information protected from disclosure by California or federal law.
g. Employees have the rights identified in the notice of immunity set forth in the
Defend Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1833(b).
h. Employees are not required to give Defendant notice or seek its approval prior
to engaging in the protected disclosures or uses permitted in Section III.C.2.ag.
i. Employees will not release any claims under the California Fair Employment
Housing Act in exchange for a raise, a bonus, or initial or continued
employment provided, however, that this does not apply to agreements that fall
within an exception to Government Code § 12964.5.
3.

Protected Activity Confirmation Announcement.
a. Defendant will announce the confirmation set forth in Section III.C.2 to its
current California-based employees in the normal course of business, but no
later than four weeks after Court approval of the Settlement. The
announcement will be maintained on a separate web page on Defendant’s
internal website. Defendant will make no company-wide announcements,
whether through Slack, email, all hands meetings, or otherwise, that are
contrary to the rights set forth in Section III.C.2. Defendant will not institute
any policy or procedure contrary to the rights set forth in Section III.C.2,
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including any policy or procedure as it relates to exit interviews or notifications
to departed or departing employees. Provided, however, that nothing in this
Paragraph or this Agreement is intended to, or shall, prevent Defendant from
protecting its trade secrets and confidential or proprietary business
information, consistent with applicable law.
b. In the event of a dispute over whether Defendant has substantially complied
with Section III.C.2, any potentially ambiguous language in the instruments
shall be interpreted in conjunction with the announcement set forth in Section
III.C.3.a. If Defendant communicates with a departed or departing employee
about their confidentiality obligations, as set forth in the instruments,
Defendant shall at the same time provide that employee with a copy of the
announcement.
4.

Notification to the LWDA. On or around the last day of the sixth, twelfth,
eighteenth, and twenty-fourth months following Court approval of the Settlement,
an officer of Defendant will certify, under penalty of perjury and based on their
personal knowledge and/or a reasonable investigation, that Defendant has
complied with the provisions of Sections III.C.2-3, and that is has made no
modifications to any instruments that are contrary to Section III.C.2-3. The
certification shall be sent to the LWDA via email to the PAGA Administrator and,
to the extent it is permitted, its on-line filing system, and to Plaintiff’s Counsel via
email and regular mail.

5.

Compliance Failure.
a. If the Court concludes that Defendant has failed to substantially comply
with any provision of Section III.C.2-4, after Plaintiff has provided written
notice of the alleged non-compliance and an opportunity to cure as
provided in Section III.C.5.b, the Court may order Defendant to comply
with Section III.F.1 with respect to some or all of the unforgiven portion
of the Penalty Amount (Currents) and to provide the Settlement
Administrator with the contact information for some or all of the PAGA
Group Members (Current). The Penalty Amount ordered by the Court
pursuant to Section III.C.5.b, along with the notice set forth in Section
III.C.1, shall then be distributed to the LWDA and the applicable PAGA
Group Members (Currents) in accordance with the terms of this Settlement
and/or the Court’s direction. In the event of a proven failure to
substantially comply with Section III.C.2–4, the Court is also authorized
to compel specific performance of the Programmatic Relief set forth in
this Settlement and correct or remedy any violations of this Settlement that
have not been cured pursuant to Section III.C.5.b.
b. In the event the Court determines that Defendant failed to cure any
substantial failure to comply with any provision of Section III.C.2-4, the
amount of the unforgiven portion of the Penalty Amount (Currents) to be
deposited with the Settlement Administrator will be pro-rated based on the
number of Pay Periods worked by the PAGA Group Members (Current)
aggrieved by the violation unless more than 33% of the PAGA Group
Members (Current) are aggrieved by the violation, in which case, the Court
may order that the remaining unforgiven portion of the Penalty Amount
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(Currents) be deposited. In determining the penalty and remedy, the Court
shall consider the extent of the violation, the extent of the harm to the
interests of the employees, the public, or the State, the extent of the cure,
and any other factor or circumstance the Court deems relevant in the
exercise of its discretion. The Court may also take into consideration these
factors in fashioning any attorneys’ fees or costs award under Section
III.G.6. No motion may be brought pursuant to Section III.C.5.a unless
Defendant receives written notice to its statutory agent for service of
process, with a copy by email to the Chief Legal Officer, Tyler Mace, at
tyler.mace@juul.com, Senior Counsel, Litigation, Emily Aldridge at
emily.aldridge@juul.com, and Legal@juul.com, of the violation and fails
to cure the violation within 15 business days. For the sake of clarity, the
Parties agree that if Defendant cures the alleged violation, there is no
violation of Section III.C.2-4 and no basis for bringing a motion.
D.

Release of Claims.
1.

Release of PAGA Claims. As of the date the Settlement becomes Final, the
LWDA, PAGA Representatives, and, to the maximum extent permitted by law,
the PAGA Group Members, release the PAGA Claims, including any and all
claims under PAGA during the Covered Period for violations of California Labor
Code sections 96(k), 98.6, 232, 232.5, 432.5 (premised on alleged violations of
Labor Code §§ 96(k), 98.6, 232, 232.5, 1101, 1102, 1102.5(a), and 1197.5(k),
Business & Professions Code §§ 16600, 16720 et. seq., and 17200, California
Government Code § 12964.5, and Rule 21F–17 of the Securities and Exchange
Commission), 1101, 1102, 1102.5(a), and 1197.5 that were asserted or could have
been asserted in the Action based upon the factual allegations asserted in the
Complaint and/or any PAGA Notice submitted to the LWDA by the PAGA
Representatives (the “Released PAGA Claims”). Except as provided in Section
III.G.6, the Released PAGA Claims also include all claims for attorneys’ fees and
costs, whether under PAGA, California Code of Civil Procedure section 1021.5,
or any other applicable law or doctrine. Subject to the terms of this Agreement,
the final judgment or order approving this Settlement shall further bar the LWDA,
directly or through any agent or proxy, the PAGA Representatives, and any PAGA
Group Members from any future prosecution of the PAGA Claims. It is the intent
of the PAGA Representatives, acting as the agent or proxy of the LWDA, to bind
the PAGA Group Members through this Settlement and subsequent judgment with
respect to the PAGA Claims by operation of res judicata or collateral estoppel to
the fullest extent permitted by law. Plaintiff also releases the non-PAGA claims
for a public injunction, pursuant to Business & Professions Code § 17200 et seq.
alleged in the Complaint.

2.

Waiver of Rights Under California Civil Code Section 1542. With respect to
the Released PAGA Claims only, the PAGA Representatives expressly waive any
rights under California Civil Code section 1542, which provides as follows:
A general release does not extend to claims that the creditor or
releasing party does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at
the time of executing the release and that, if known by him or her,
would have materially affected his or her settlement with the debtor or
released party.
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E.

Settlement Approval Procedure
1.

Motion to Approve the Settlement. Plaintiff must file a motion to approve the
settlement within four weeks of this Agreement being executed. Defendant will
be given five (5) business days to review and comment on the motion for approval
of the settlement before it is filed, and Plaintiff will consider Defendant’s
comments in good faith. Plaintiff shall notify the LWDA of the proposed
settlement in compliance with Section 2699(l)(2) of the California Labor Code.

2.

Motion for Fees, Costs, and Service Payments. Plaintiff also intends to file a
motion for fees, costs, and service payments in accordance with Section III.B.3.

3.

Appointment and Duties of Settlement Administrator. In connection with the
motion for approval, Plaintiff will propose a Settlement Administrator to
administer the settlement, including the calculation and distribution of the
settlement amounts. In the event that the Settlement is not approved, the Parties
will equally share the Settlement Administrator’s reasonable fees incurred as of
that time. The Settlement Administrator, as a condition of appointment, will agree
to be bound by this Agreement or the Court’s orders with respect to the
performance of its duties and its compensation. The Settlement Administrator’s
duties will include preparing, printing, and mailing the Notice Packet to the PAGA
Group Members; conducting a National Change of Address search and using
Accurint and other reasonable and cost-effective skip trace methods to locate any
PAGA Group Member whose Notice Packet was returned by the U.S. Postal
Service as non-deliverable, and re-mailing the Notice Packet to the PAGA
Settlement Group Member’s new address; issuing the checks to effectuate the
payments due under the Settlement; and otherwise administering the Settlement
pursuant to this Agreement. The Settlement Administrator’s reasonable fees and
expenses, including the cost of printing and mailing the Notice Packet, will be paid
out of amounts deposited in the Qualified Settlement Fund.

4.

No Right to Opt Out. The Parties agree there is no statutory right for any PAGA
Group Member to opt out or otherwise exclude himself or herself from the
Settlement.

5.

Effect of Denial of Settlement Approval. If the Court does not grant approval of
the Settlement, or if the Court’s final approval of the Settlement is reversed or
materially modified on appellate review, then the Settlement will become null and
void.

6.

Meet and Confer Obligation if Approval Denied. If the Court does not grant
the motion to approve the Settlement under the specific terms requested, the Parties
agree to meet and confer to address the Court’s concerns and determine whether
resolution of the claims encompassed by the Settlement can be obtained in a
manner consistent with the Court’s concerns.

7.

Entry of Order or Judgment. In the event the Court approves the Settlement, it
will render and enter an appropriate order and/or final judgment that will include
a dismissal such that it will be a final judgment on the merits, and, if it deems
appropriate, close the case for administrative purposes. However, the Court will
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also retain jurisdiction to interpret and enforce the terms of this Settlement and its
order and judgment.

F.

8.

Waiver of Right to Appeal. Provided that the Court’s approval of this Settlement
is consistent with its material terms, the parties and their respective counsel waive
any and all rights to appeal the approval of the Settlement. The waiver of appeal
does not include any waiver of the right to oppose any appeal, appellate
proceedings or post-judgment proceedings, or any waiver of the PAGA
Representatives’, Plaintiff’s Counsel’s or Defendant’s choice to contest any award
of fees, costs, or service payments by the Court. If an appeal is taken as to fees,
costs, or service payments, the amount in dispute shall be held in the Qualified
Settlement Fund, and not distributed, until the appellate proceedings as to the
dispute are concluded.

9.

Agreement Not To Publicize The Settlement. Prior to the filing of the motion
for approval, the PAGA Representatives and Plaintiff’s Counsel agree not to issue
any press or other media releases or have any communications with the press or
media or anyone other than family members, clients, or vendors related to
settlement administration regarding the Settlement, including the fact, terms, or
content of the Settlement.

Distribution of Notices and Settlement Amounts. If the Court approves the Settlement,
the following shall occur.
1.

Deposit of Settlement Amount and Receipt of Contact Information. Within
10 days of either the Court order approving the Settlement or any potential future
Court order issued under Section III.C.5, Defendant will: (1) deposit the applicable
portion of the Total Settlement Amount, subject to Section III.F.7, with the
Settlement Administrator via wire transfer to be placed in the Qualified Settlement
Fund; and (2) will provide the Administrator, in the form of structured data, and
based on Defendant’s most accurate and reliable payroll and personnel data, the
name, last known address, telephone number, Social Security number, and the total
number of Pay Periods worked, of each PAGA Group Member (Former or Current,
as applicable). This information will remain confidential and will not be disclosed
to anyone, except: (1) as consistent with this Settlement; (2) pursuant to
Defendant’s express written authorization; or (3) by order of the Court. Upon
request, the Settlement Administrator will provide to Plaintiff’s Counsel the total
number of PAGA Group Members (Former or Current, as applicable) and the total
number of their Pay Periods, broken down by PAGA Group Members (Formers)
and (if applicable) PAGA Group Members (Currents).

2.

Calculation of Settlement Amounts. The Administrator will calculate the
amount due to the LWDA and each PAGA Group Member (Former or Current, as
applicable) in accordance with the allocation formula set forth in Section III.B.

3.

Distribution of Settlement Amounts. Within seven days of either the Court order
approving the Settlement or any potential future Court order issued under Section
III.C.5, and the Court order concerning fees, costs, and/or incentive payments,
becoming Final, the Administrator will distribute the amounts in the Qualified
Settlement Fund to the LWDA and eligible PAGA Group Members (Former or
Current, as applicable) consistent with the Settlement’s allocation formula.
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However, the Administrator will hold as a reserve fund 2% of the amount due to
the LWDA pending any challenges made by PAGA Group Members (Former or
Current, as applicable) in accordance with Section III.F.4. In the same time frame,
the Administrator will also distribute the amounts approved by the Court in fees,
costs, and service payments.
4.

Challenges to PAGA Group Settlement Payments. If an actual or alleged
PAGA Group Member contends that they were not properly included as a PAGA
Group Member, or that the number of Pay Periods they worked, as provided in the
Notice, is inaccurate, they can make a written challenge to the Administrator. The
challenge must be made within 30 days of the issuance of the Notice Packet. The
written challenge should provide any information that supports the challenge. The
Administrator will, in consultation with Plaintiff’s and Defendant’s Counsel,
consider the challenge. If the Administrator concludes the challenge has merit,
then that actual or alleged PAGA Group Member will be entitled to a first or
supplemental settlement check issued from the 2% reserve set forth in Section
III.F.3 based on the allocation formula set forth in Section III.B.2, with any
additional Pay Periods added to the allocation formula. No challenge shall be
permitted or paid after the 2% reserve is exhausted or the amounts in the reserve
fund are remitted to the LWDA. The Administrator shall issue to the LWDA any
amounts that remain in the reserve fund ninety (90) days after the Notice Packets
are initially sent.

5.

Uncashed Settlement Share Checks. A PAGA Group Member must cash their
settlement check within 180 calendar days after it is mailed to them. If the check
is not cashed in that time frame, the Settlement Administrator will distribute the
funds represented by the uncashed check to the California State Controllers’ Office
Unclaimed Property Fund. If a check is returned to the Settlement Administrator,
the Settlement Administrator will make all reasonable efforts to re-mail it to the
PAGA Group Member at their correct address. If any PAGA Group Member’s
check is not cashed within 120 days after its last mailing to the PAGA Group
Member, the Settlement Administrator will send the PAGA Group Member a letter
or postcard informing them that unless the check is cashed in the next 60 days, it
will expire and become non-negotiable, and offer to replace the check if it was lost
or misplaced but not cashed.

6.

No Effect on Other Benefits. The settlement payments will not result in any
additional payments, recoveries, or benefits beyond those provided by this
Agreement to Plaintiff or the PAGA Group Members.

7.

Exception to Section III.F. Requirements. This Section III.F is expressly subject
to, and conditioned by, the suspension and forgiveness provision set forth in
Section III.B.4. Therefore, unless pursuant to the procedure described in Section
III.C.5, the Court has issued an order holding that Defendant has failed to
substantially comply with Section III.C.2-4, Defendant shall have no obligation to
deposit that portion of the Total Settlement Amount consisting of the Penalty
Amount (Currents) into the Qualified Settlement Fund and no Notice Packet to
PAGA Group Members (Currents) shall be distributed.
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G.

Miscellaneous Terms.
1.

No Admission of Liability. Defendant denies that it has engaged in any unlawful
activity, has failed to comply with the law in any respect, or has any liability to
anyone under the claims asserted in the Action. This Settlement is entered into
solely for the purpose of compromising highly disputed claims. Nothing herein
shall constitute any admission by Defendant of wrongdoing or liability, or of the
truth of any factual allegations in the Complaint, or that the PAGA Representatives
or any PAGA Group Members were aggrieved employees within the meaning of
PAGA or had standing to bring this Action. Whether or not this Settlement
becomes final, nothing in this Agreement, any document, statement, proceeding,
or conduct related to the Settlement, or any reports or account of those matters,
will be construed as or offered or admitted in evidence as evidence of any
presumption, concession, indication or admission by Defendant of any liability,
fault, wrongdoing, omission, or damage.

2.

Integrated Agreement. After this Agreement is signed and delivered by all
Parties and their counsel, this Agreement and its exhibits will constitute the entire
agreement between the Parties relating to the Settlement, and it will then be
deemed that no oral representations, warranties, covenants, or inducements have
been made to any Party concerning this Agreement or its exhibits other than the
representations, warranties, covenants, and inducements expressly stated in this
Agreement and its exhibits.

3.

Attorney Authorization. Plaintiff’s Counsel warrants and represents that it is
authorized by its clients to take all appropriate action required or permitted to be
taken by such Parties pursuant to this Agreement to effectuate its terms, and to
execute any other documents required to effectuate the terms of this Agreement,
including non-material amendments to this Agreement or its attachments as
directed by the Court. The Parties and their counsel will cooperate with each other
and use their best efforts to effect the implementation of the Settlement. In the
event the Parties are unable to reach agreement on the form or content of any
document needed to implement the Agreement, or on any supplemental provisions
that may become necessary to effectuate the terms of this Agreement, the Parties
will seek the assistance of the Court, and in all cases all such documents,
supplemental provisions and assistance of the court will be consistent with this
Agreement.

4.

Modification of Agreement. This Agreement, or any part hereof, may be
amended, modified, changed, or waived only by an express written instrument
signed by all Parties and/or their attorneys, consistent with Section III.G.3.

5.

Agreement Binding on Successors. This Agreement will be binding upon, and
inure to the benefit of, the successors of each of the Parties.

6.

Attorneys’ Fees and Costs. Any party to this Agreement, as well as the LWDA,
can bring a motion to enforce this Settlement. If Plaintiff or her counsel brings a
motion to enforce Sections III.B.4 or III.C, including as to alleged compliance
failure, they will be entitled to their reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs in the
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event that they are the prevailing or successful party, consistent with applicable
law, including under PAGA and CCP § 1021.5. If Defendant opposes Plaintiff’s
motion for fees, costs, and service payments, including on appeal, Plaintiff and her
counsel will be entitled to reasonable fees and costs if they are the prevailing or
successful party, consistent with applicable law, including under PAGA and CCP
§ 1021.5. The award of fees and costs pursuant to this provision are separate and
apart from, and in addition to, any payment from the Qualified Settlement Fund
that might be approved by the Court. Defendant expressly reserves its right to
seek reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs under applicable law in connection with
any motion or appeal brought by Plaintiff’s counsel pursuant to this Section.

IV.

7.

Applicable Law. All terms and conditions of this Agreement and its exhibits will
be governed by and interpreted according to the laws of the State of California,
without giving effect to any conflict of law principles or choice of law principles.

8.

Cooperation in Drafting. The Parties have cooperated in the drafting and
preparation of this Agreement. This Agreement will not be construed against any
Party on the basis that the Party was the drafter or participated in the drafting.

9.

Execution in Counterpart. This Agreement may be executed in one or more
counterparts. All executed counterparts and each of them will be deemed to be
one and the same instrument provided that counsel for the Parties will exchange
between themselves original signed counterparts. Facsimile signatures will be
accepted if the original signature is provided within seven days. Any executed
counterpart will be admissible in evidence to prove the existence and contents of
this Agreement.

EXECUTION BY PARTIES
The Parties hereby execute this Agreement.
8/27/2021

Dated: __________, 2021
8/27/2021

____________________________________________
MARCIE HAMILTON

Dated: __________, 2021

____________________________________________
JIM ISAACSON

Dated: __________, 2021

____________________________________________
JUUL LABS, INC.
By:_________________________________________
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event that they are the prevailing or successful party, consistent with applicable
law, including under PAGA and CCP § 1021.5. If Defendant opposes Plaintiff’s
motion for fees, costs, and service payments, including on appeal, Plaintiff and her
counsel will be entitled to reasonable fees and costs if they are the prevailing or
successful party, consistent with applicable law, including under PAGA and CCP
§ 1021.5. The award of fees and costs pursuant to this provision are separate and
apart from, and in addition to, any payment from the Qualified Settlement Fund
that might be approved by the Court. Defendant expressly reserves its right to
seek reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs under applicable law in connection with
any motion or appeal brought by Plaintiff’s counsel pursuant to this Section.

IV.

7.

Applicable Law. All terms and conditions of this Agreement and its exhibits will
be governed by and interpreted according to the laws of the State of California,
without giving effect to any conflict of law principles or choice of law principles.

8.

Cooperation in Drafting. The Parties have cooperated in the drafting and
preparation of this Agreement. This Agreement will not be construed against any
Party on the basis that the Party was the drafter or participated in the drafting.

9.

Execution in Counterpart. This Agreement may be executed in one or more
counterparts. All executed counterparts and each of them will be deemed to be
one and the same instrument provided that counsel for the Parties will exchange
between themselves original signed counterparts. Facsimile signatures will be
accepted if the original signature is provided within seven days. Any executed
counterpart will be admissible in evidence to prove the existence and contents of
this Agreement.

EXECUTION BY PARTIES
The Parties hereby execute this Agreement.
Dated: __________, 2021

____________________________________________
MARCIE HAMILTON

Dated: __________, 2021

____________________________________________
JIM ISAACSON

August 30 2021
Dated: __________,

____________________________________________
JUUL LABS, INC.
Tyler Mace

By:_________________________________________
Chief Legal Officer
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EXHIBIT A

Hamilton v. JUUL Labs, Inc.
THIS NOTICE GIVES YOU INFORMATION ABOUT IMPORTANT RIGHTS.
PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY.
There is a settlement in the case of Hamilton v. Juul Labs, Inc., Case No. 3:20-cv-3710-EMC,
pending in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California.
The Court has ordered that you receive this notice because you are an “aggrieved employee”
within the meaning of the settlement agreement.
What This Case Is About
Plaintiff Marcie Hamilton filed suit against Juul Labs, Inc. alleging, among other things, that Juul
Labs adopted and enforced agreements, policies, and practices that violate the Labor Code and
Unfair Competition Law by preventing employees from disclosing information concerning
potential illegal conduct, working conditions, or from engaging in political activity. She has also
alleged that Juul Labs has required, and continues to require, employees to sign agreements,
including separation agreements, that unlawfully require the release of claims under California
law and that unlawfully prohibit persons from assisting in litigation. Juul Labs expressly denies
Hamilton’s claims and asserts that it has complied with all applicable laws. The Court has not
rendered any opinion as to the ultimate merits of this case.
The parties have settled the case. The settlement does not release any individual claims you
might have against Juul Labs. It only releases claims brought under the Private Attorneys
General Act (“PAGA”) and a claim by Plaintiff Hamilton seeking a public injunction under
California’s unfair competition law.
Pursuant to the settlement, you are receiving this notice and a settlement check for your share of
civil penalties under PAGA.
Notice of Rights
California law gives you certain rights, even if you have signed an agreement or are or were
subject to employment policies that purport to waive or restrict those rights. These rights
include:
1.
The right to disclose information about reasonably suspected violation of the law,
orally or in writing, internally, to government agencies or public bodies (as permitted by Labor
Code § 1102.5) or to other third parties (to the extent permitted by Government Code § 12964.5).
2.
The right to engage in political activity and political speech, in your personal
capacity, including with respect to political issues involving Juul Labs, consistent with Labor
Code §§ 1101-1102.
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3.
The right to disclose and discuss information about your working conditions
(except to the extent the working conditions themselves constitute proprietary information, trade
secret information, or information that is otherwise subject to a legal privilege), wages, and the
wages of others, consistent with Labor Code §§ 232, 232.5, and 1197.5(k), and the constitutional
right to privacy.
4.
The right to use or disclose your general skills, knowledge, acquaintances, and
information readily available through lawful competitive means, that you learned or developed
while employed at Juul Labs for the purpose of engaging in a trade or profession following your
employment with Juul Labs, as provided by Business & Professions Code § 16600. However,
this right does not include the right to unlawfully use or disclose trade secrets or other
information protected from use or disclosure by California or federal law.
5.
The right to not be held liable under any trade secret law for the disclosure or use
of a trade secret made in confidence to a government official for the purpose of reporting or
investigating a suspected violation of law, in a sealed federal or state court complaint, or to an
attorney as a part of a potential or actual lawsuit alleging retaliation so long as any pleadings
containing the trade secret are filed under seal and not disclosed except pursuant to a court order,
as provided by the Federal Defend Trade Secrets Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1833(b).
6.
The right to not be required to sign a release of claims under the California Fair
and Employment and Housing Act or a non-disparagement or similar agreement that purports to
deny you the right to disclose information about unlawful acts in the workplace, including, but
not limited to, sexual harassment, in exchange for employment, continued employment, or a
raise or a bonus, other than as provided in Government Code § 12964.5(c).
JUUL LABS WILL NOT RETALIATE AGAINST YOU FOR, NOR INTERFERE WITH,
YOUR EXERCISE OF THESE RIGHTS.
Your Settlement Amount
Your settlement check is for ___________. This amount is based on, among other
things, payroll data reflecting your dates of employment and the number of pay periods you
worked for Juul Labs where you identified your residential address as being within the
geographic boundaries of California between August 14, 2018 and [the date of final approval],
i.e., ___ Pay Periods. If you believe you worked more Pay Periods within the geographic
boundaries of California than set forth above, notwithstanding your residential address, you can
file a written challenge with the Settlement Administrator providing information in support of
your challenge. Such information may lead to you receiving a higher settlement amount.
However, any challenge must be sent to the Settlement Administrator no later than _________.
The Settlement Administrator is [contact info for Administrator].
If you have any questions about the Settlement, please contact the Settlement
Administrator or Plaintiff’s counsel at _________________________.
Do not contact the Court.
2
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89=2878/.2=1.;=1.869*7B8;6958B..89;8?2<2878/=12<0;..6.7=<1*55+.,87<=;>.-*<,87/.;;270
>9876958B..*;201==8,87=27>.*<*7.6958B..8/=1.869*7B

*()33. %5*$&.' .4-2&+6958B..*,478@5.-0.<=1*=1.8;<1.1*<1*-=1.;201==8
,87<>5=@2=1,8>7<.5*7-2</>55B*@*;.8/6958B..H<;201=<*7-8+520*=287<>7-.;=12<0;..6.7=


4$$&22.12


.,/"-8<24$$&22.127B<>,,.<<8;=8=1.869*7B@1.=1.;-2;.,=8;27-2
;.,=*7-@1.=1.;+B9>;,1*<.5.*<.6.;0.;,87<852-*=28752:>2-*=2878;8=1.;@2<.=8*558;<>+<=*7=2*55B
*558/=1.869*7BH<+><27.<<*7-8;*<<.=<<1*55*<<>6.=1.8+520*=287<>7-.;=12<0;..6.7=*7-*0;..
.A9;.<<5B=89.;/8;6=1.8+520*=287<>7-.;=12<0;..6.7=27=1.<*6.6*77.;*7-=8=1.<*6..A=.7=*<
=1.869*7B@8>5-+.;.:>2;.-=89.;/8;6<>,18+520*=287<27=1.*+<.7,.8/*<>,,.<<2878;*559>;
98<.<>7-.;=12<0;..6.7==1.=.;6F869*7BG<1*5527,5>-.*7B<>,,.<<8;=8=1.869*7BH<+><27.<<
*7-8;*<<.=<@12,1.A.,>=.<*7--.52?.;<=1.*<<>69=287*0;..6.7=-.<,;2+.-27=12<<>+<.,=287  8;
@12,1+.,86.<+8>7-+B=1.=.;6<8/=12<0;..6.7=+B89.;*=2878/5*@

,/+.8&&<24$$&22.12%2=18>==1.@;2==.7,87<.7=8/=1.869*7B6958B..
<1*5578=*<<2078;=;*7</.;=12<0;..6.7=8;*7B;201=8;8+520*=287>7-.;=12<0;..6.7==8*7B8=1.;
9.;<878;.7=2=B8=@2=1<=*7-270=1./8;.08270=1.=.;6<8/=12<0;..6.7=*7-*55;201=<8/6958B..
1.;.>7-.;<1*5527>;.=8=1.+.7./2=8/*7-+..7/8;,.*+5.+B6958B..H<9.;<87*58;5.0*5;.9;.<.7=*=2?.<
.A.,>=8;<*-6272<=;*=8;<<>,,.<<8;<1.2;<-2<=;2+>=..<-.?2<..<*7-5.0*=..<


.-'*%&-3*"+-'.1,"3*.-


.,/"-8-'.1,"3*.-6958B..<1*55*=*55=26.<->;270=1.=.;68/6958B..H<
.6958B6.7= @2=1 =1. 869*7B *7- =1.;.*/=.; 185- 27 <=;2,=.<= ,87/2-.7,. *7- 78= ><. .A,.9= /8; =1.
+.7./2=8/=1.869*7B8;-2<,58<.=8*7B9.;<87/2;68;,8;98;*=287@2=18>=@;2==.7*>=18;2C*=2878/=1.
869*7BH<8*;-8/2;.,=8;<=1.F8*;-G*7B87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=2878/=1.869*7B<><.-1.;.27
F87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=287G6.*7<*7-27,5>-.<*7B869*7B,87/2-.7=2*58;9;89;2.=*;B27/8;6*=287=.,1
72,*5-*=*=;*-.<.,;.=<8;478@18@27,5>-270+>=78=5262=.-=8;.<.*;,19;8->,=95*7<9;8->,=<<.;
?2,.< ,><=86.; 52<=< *7- ,><=86.;< 27,5>-270 +>= 78= 5262=.- =8 ,><=86.;< 8/ =1. 869*7B 87 @186
6958B..1*<,*55.-8;@2=1@1861.8;<1.+.,*6.*,:>*27=.-->;270=1.=.;68/6958B..H<.6958B
6.7=6*;4.=<<8/=@*;.-.?.5896.7=<27?.7=287<,87,.9=287<9*=.7=*+5.<>+3.,=6*==.;9;8,.<<.<
/8;6>5*<=.,178580B<9.,2/2,*=287<-.<207<-;*@270<.7027..;2701*;-@*;.,87/20>;*=28727/8;6*=287
6*;4.=270 /8;.,*<=< /27*7,.< 8; 8=1.; +><27.<< 27/8;6*=287 8/ =1. 869*7B  87/2-.7=2*5 7/8;6*=287
27,5>-.<+8=127/8;6*=287-2<,58<.-+B=1.869*7B=86958B..*7-27/8;6*=287-.?.589.-8;5.*;7.-+B
6958B..->;270=1.,8>;<.8/.6958B6.7=@2=1869*7B87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=287*5<827,5>-.<*5527
/8;6*=2878/@12,1=1.>7*>=18;2C.--2<,58<>;.,8>5-+.-.=;26.7=*5=8=1.27=.;.<=<8/869*7B@1.=1.;
8;78=<>,127/8;6*=2872<2-.7=2/2.-*<87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=28787/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=287-8.<78=27,5>-.
27/8;6*=287 @12,1 6958B.. ,*7 .<=*+52<1 1*< +.,86. 9>+52,5B 478@7 *7- 6*-. 0.7.;*55B *?*25*+5.


!
"" !  
$$$##!
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=1;8>0178@;870/>5*,=8/6958B..8;8/8=1.;<@18@.;.>7-.;,87/2-.7=2*52=B8+520*=287<*<=8=1.2=.6
8;2=.6<27?85?.-


.1,&1 ,/+.8&1-'.1,"3*.-6958B..<1*5578=->;2706958B..H<.6958B
6.7= @2=1 =1. 869*7B 269;89.;5B ><. 8; -2<,58<. *7B 9;89;2.=*;B 27/8;6*=287 8; =;*-. <.,;.=< 8/ *7B
/8;6.;8;,87,>;;.7=.6958B.;8;8=1.;9.;<878;.7=2=B*7-6958B..<1*5578=+;27087=8=1.9;.62<.<8/
=1.869*7B*7B>79>+52<1.--8,>6.7=8;9;89;2.=*;B27/8;6*=287+.5870270=8*7B<>,1.6958B.;9.;<87
8;.7=2=B>75.<<,87<.7=.-=827@;2=270+B<>,1.6958B.;9.;<878;.7=2=B

)*1%"138-'.1,"3*.-6958B..<1*55185-*55,87/2-.7=2*58;9;89;2.=*;B27/8;
6*=287=1*==1.869*7B1*<;.,.2?.-/;86*7B=12;-9*;=B=8@12,12=2<=1.869*7BH<8+520*=287=86*27
=*27 =1. ,87/2-.7=2*52=B 8/ <>,1 27/8;6*=287 *7- =8 ><. 2= 875B /8; ,.;=*27 5262=.- 9>;98<.< 27 =1. <=;2,=.<=
,87/2-.7,. *7- 78= =8 -2<,58<. 2= =8 *7B 9.;<87 /2;6 8; ,8;98;*=287 8; =8 ><. 2= .A,.9= *< 7.,.<<*;B 27
,*;;B2708>=6958B..H<@8;4/8;=1.869*7B,87<2<=.7=@2=1=1.869*7BH<*0;..6.7=@2=1<>,1=12;-
9*;=B


-5&-3*.-26958B..1.;.+B;.9;.<.7=<@*;;*7=<*7-,8?.7*7=<*</8558@<


-5&-3*.-2&3"*-&%"-%*$&-2&%==*,1.-1.;.=8*<A12+2=2<*52<=-.
<,;2+270*5527?.7=287<8;2027*5@8;4<8/*>=18;<129-.?.5896.7=<269;8?.6.7=<*7-=;*-.<.,;.=<@12,1
@.;.6*-.+B6958B..9;28;=86958B..H<.6958B6.7=@2=1=1.869*7B,855.,=2?.5B;./.;;.-=8*<
F;28;7?.7=287<G@12,1+.5870=86958B..@12,1;.5*=.=8=1.869*7BH<9;898<.-+><27.<<9;8->,=<
8;;.<.*;,1*7--.?.5896.7=*7-@12,1*;.78=*<<207.-=8=1.869*7B1.;.>7-.;8;2/A12+2=2<5./=
+5*746958B..1.;.+B;.9;.<.7=<=1*==1.;.*;.78<>,1;28;7?.7=287</27=1.,8>;<.8/6958B..H<
.6958B6.7=@2=1=1.869*7B6958B..27,8;98;*=.<27=8*869*7B9;8->,=9;8,.<<8;6*,127.*
;28;7?.7=2878@7.-+B6958B..8;27@12,16958B..1*<*727=.;.<==1.869*7B2<1.;.+B0;*7=.-
*7-<1*551*?.*787.A,5><2?.;8B*5=B/;..2;;.?8,*+5.9.;9.=>*5@8;5-@2-.52,.7<.=86*4.1*?.6*-.
68-2/B><.*7-<.55<>,1;28;7?.7=287*<9*;=8/8;27,877.,=287@2=1<>,19;8->,=9;8,.<<8;6*,127.

22*(-,&-3 .' -5&-3*.-2  6958B.. <1*55 8; @255 9;869=5B 6*4. />55 @;2==.7
-2<,58<>;.=8=1.869*7B@255185-27=;><=/8;=1.<85.;201=*7-+.7./2=8/=1.869*7B*7-*0;..<=8
*<<207*7-1.;.+B-8.<*<<207<=8=1.869*7B8;2=<-.<207..*558/6958B..H<;201=<=2=5.*7-27=.;.<=
27,5>-270@2=18>=5262=*=287*7B;201=8/9;28;2=B27*7-=8*7B*7-*5527?.7=287<8;2027*5@8;4<8/*>=18;
<129 -.?.5896.7=< ,87,.9=< 269;8?.6.7=< -.<207< -2<,8?.;2.< 2-.*< =;*-.6*;4< 8; =;*-. <.,;.=<
@1.=1.; 8; 78= 9*=.7=*+5. 8; ;.02<=;*+5. >7-.; ,89B;201= 8; <2625*; 5*@< @12,1 6958B.. 6*B <85.5B 8;
3827=5B ,87,.2?. 8; -.?.589 8; ;.->,. =8 9;*,=2,. 8; ,*><. =8 +. ,87,.2?.- 8; -.?.589.- 8; ;.->,.- =8
9;*,=2,.->;270=1.9.;28-8/=26.6958B..2<.6958B.-+B=1.869*7B,855.,=2?.5B;./.;;.-=8*<F7
?.7=287<G.A,.9=*<9;8?2-.-27!.,=287  +.58@6958B..1.;.+B*,478@5.-0.<=1*=*558;2027*5@8;4<
8/*>=18;<129@12,1*;.6*-.+B6958B..<85.5B8;3827=5B@2=18=1.;<@2=127=1.<,89.8/*7-->;270=1.
9.;28-8/6958B..H<.6958B6.7=@2=1=1.869*7B*7-@12,1*;.9;8=.,=*+5.+B,89B;201=*;.F@8;4<
6*-./8;12;.G*<=1*==.;62<-./27.-27=1.#72=.-!=*=.<89B;201=,=6958B..1.;.+B>7-.;<=*7-<
*7-*0;..<=1*==1.-.,2<287@1.=1.;8;78==8,866.;,2*52C.8;6*;4.=*7B27?.7=287-.?.589.-+B6
958B.. <85.5B 8; 3827=5B @2=1 8=1.;< 2< @2=127 =1. 869*7BH< <85. -2<,;.=287 *7- /8; =1. 869*7BH< <85.
+.7./2=*7-=1*=78;8B*5=B@255+.->.=86958B..*<*;.<>5=8/=1.869*7BH<.//8;=<=8,866.;,2*52C.
8;6*;4.=*7B<>,17?.7=287

"*-3&-"-$&.'&$.1%26958B..<1*554..9*7-6*27=*27*-.:>*=.*7-,>;
;.7=@;2==.7;.,8;-<8/*557?.7=287<6*-.+B1268;1.;<85.5B8;3827=5B@2=18=1.;<->;270=1.=.;68/
6958B..H<.6958B6.7=@2=1=1.869*7B"1.;.,8;-<@255+.27=1./8;68/78=.<<4.=,1.<-;*@270<
*7-*7B8=1.;/8;6*==1*=6*B+.<9.,2/2.-+B=1.869*7B"1.;.,8;-<@255+.*?*25*+5.=8*7-;.6*27
=1.<85.9;89.;=B8/=1.869*7B*=*55=26.<
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&(*231"3*.-26958B..<1*55*<<2<==1.869*7B8;2=<-.<207..*==1.86
9*7BH<.A9.7<.27.?.;B9;89.;@*B=8<.,>;.=1.869*7BH<;201=<27=1.7?.7=287<*7-*7B,89B;201=<
9*=.7=<6*<4@8;4;201=<8;8=1.;27=.55.,=>*59;89.;=B;201=<;.5*=270=1.;.=827*7B*7-*55,8>7=;2.<27
,5>-270=1.-2<,58<>;.=8=1.869*7B8/*559.;=27.7=27/8;6*=287*7--*=*@2=1;.<9.,==1.;.=8=1..A.,>
=2878/*55*9952,*=287<<9.,2/2,*=287<8*=1<*<<2076.7=<*7-*558=1.;27<=;>6.7=<@12,1=1.869*7B
<1*55-..67.,.<<*;B278;-.;=8*995B/8;*7-8+=*27<>,1;201=<*7-278;-.;=8*<<207*7-,87?.B=8=1.
869*7B2=<<>,,.<<8;<*<<207<*7-78627..<=1.<85.*7-.A,5><2?.;201=<=2=5.*7-27=.;.<=27*7-=8
<>,17?.7=287<*7-*7B,89B;201=<9*=.7=<6*<4@8;4;201=<8;8=1.;27=.55.,=>*59;89.;=B;201=<;.5*=270
=1.;.=86958B..*0;..<=1*=2=2<6958B..H<8+520*=287=8.A.,>=.8;,*><.=8+..A.,>=.-@1.72=2<27
6958B..H<98@.;=8-8<8*7B<>,127<=;>6.7=8;9*9.;<*/=.;=1.=.;627*=2878/=12<0;..6.7=/=1.
869*7B2<>7*+5.+.,*><.8/6958B..H<6.7=*58;91B<2,*527,*9*,2=B8;/8;*7B8=1.;;.*<87=8<.,>;.
6958B..H<<207*=>;.=8*995B/8;8;=89>;<>.*7B*9952,*=287 /8;*7B#72=.-!=*=.<8;/8;.2079*=.7=<
6*<4@8;4<8;,89B;201=;.02<=;*=287<,8?.;2707?.7=287<8;8;2027*5@8;4<8/*>=18;<129*<<207.-=8=1.
869*7B*<*+8?.=1.76958B..1.;.+B2;;.?8,*+5B-.<207*=.<*7-*99827=<=1.869*7B*7-2=<->5B
*>=18;2C.-8//2,.;<*7-*0.7=<*<6958B..H<*0.7=*7-*==8;7.B27/*,==8*,=/8;*7-276958B..H<+.1*5/
*7-<=.*-=8.A.,>=.*7-/25.*7B<>,1*9952,*=287<*7-=8-8*558=1.;5*@/>55B9.;62==.-*,=<=8/>;=1.;=1.
9;8<.,>=287*7-2<<>*7,.8/5.==.;<9*=.7=8;,89B;201=;.02<=;*=287<=1.;.87@2=1=1.<*6.5.0*5/8;,.*7-
.//.,=*<2/.A.,>=.-+B6958B..
 
7$&/3*.-3. 22*(-,&-32=2<*0;..-*7-*,478@5.-0.-=1*==1.9;8?2<287<
8/=12<0;..6.7=;.:>2;270*<<2076.7=8/7?.7=287<=8=1.869*7B-878=*995B=8*7B27?.7=287@12,1
:>*52/2.</>55B>7-.;=1.9;8?2<287<8/*52/8;72**+8;8-.!.,=287  *==*,1.-1.;.=8*<A12+2=
6958B..,8?.7*7=<=1*=1.8;<1.@255*-?2<.=1.869*7B9;869=5B27@;2=2708/*7B27?.7=287<=1*=1.
8;<1.+.52.?.<6..==1.,;2=.;2*27*52/8;72**+8;8-.!.,=287  *7-78=8=1.;@2<.-2<,58<.-87
A12+2=

.-'+*$3*-( ,/+.8,&-36958B..<1*5578=->;270=1.=.;68/6958B..H<.6958B6.7=
@2=1=1.869*7B.70*0.27*7B8=1.;.6958B6.7=8,,>9*=287,87<>5=2708;8=1.;+><27.<<*,=2?2=B;.
5*=.-=8=1.+><27.<<27@12,1=1.869*7B2<78@27?85?.-8;+.,86.<27?85?.-->;270=1.=.;68/6
958B..H<.6958B6.7=78;@2551.8;<1..70*0.27*7B8=1.;*,=2?2=2.<=1*=,87/52,=@2=16958B..H<8+520*
=287<=8=1.869*7B

&341-*-( .,/"-8 .$4,&-32==1.=26.8/5.*?270=1..6958B8/=1.869*7B6
958B..,8?.7*7=<=1*=1.8;<1.<1*55-.52?.;=8=1.869*7B*7-@25578=4..9276958B..H<98<<.<<287
;.,;.*=.8;-.52?.;=8*7B87..5<.*7B*7-*55-.?2,.<;.,8;-<-*=*78=.<;.98;=<9;898<*5<52<=<,8;
;.<987-.7,. <9.,2/2,*=287< -;*@270< +5>.9;27=< <4.=,1.< 6*=.;2*5< .:>296.7= 8=1.; -8,>6.7=< 8;
9;89.;=B8;;.9;8->,=287<8/*7B*/8;.6.7=287.-2=.6<-.?.589.-+B6958B..9>;<>*7==86958B..H<
.6958B6.7=@2=1=1.869*7B8;8=1.;@2<.+.5870270=8=1.869*7B2=<<>,,.<<8;<8;*<<207<27,5>-
270@2=18>=5262=*=287=18<.;.,8;-<6*27=*27.-9>;<>*7==8!.,=287  7=1..?.7=8/=1.=.;627*=2878/
6958B..H<.6958B6.7=6958B..1.;.+B,8?.7*7=<=8<207*7--.52?.;=1.F".;627*=287.;=2/2,*=287G
*==*,1.-1.;.=8*<A12+2=

.3*'*$"3*.- .' &6 ,/+.8&1  7 =1. .?.7= =1*= 6958B.. 5.*?.< =1. .6958B 8/ =1.
869*7B6958B..*0;..<=80;*7=,87<.7==878=2/2,*=287+B=1.869*7B=86958B..H<7.@.6958B.;
*+8>=6958B..H<;201=<*7-8+520*=287<>7-.;=12<0;..6.7=

&/1&2&-3"3*.-2"-% .5&-"-326958B..*0;..<=8.A.,>=.*7B9;89.;8*=18;?.;2/B
*7B9;89.;-8,>6.7=;.:>2;.-=8,*;;B8>==1.=.;6<8/=12<0;..6.7=6958B..;.9;.<.7=<=1*=12<8;
1.;9.;/8;6*7,.8/*55=1.=.;6<8/=12<0;..6.7=@25578=+;.*,1*7B*0;..6.7==84..927,87/2-.7,.
9;89;2.=*;B27/8;6*=287*,:>2;.-+B6958B..27,87/2-.7,.8;27=;><=9;28;=86958B..H<.6958B6.7=+B
=1.869*7B6958B..1*<78=.7=.;.-27=8*7-*0;..<78==8.7=.;27=8*7B8;*58;@;2==.7*0;..6.7=
27,87/52,=1.;.@2=16958B..*0;..<=1*=6958B..+.*;<=1.+>;-.78/9;8?270=1*=02?.727/8;6*=2878;
6*=.;2*5<*;.78=87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=2878;=1*==1.*<<2076.7=8/27?.7=287<-8.<78=*995B>7-.;=1.
,2;,>6<=*7,.<
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.+*$*3"3*.-.' ,/+.8&&26958B..,8?.7*7=<=1*=/8;*9.;28-8/=@.5?. 687=1<
266.-2*=.5B/8558@270=1.=.;627*=2878/6958B..H<;.5*=287<129@2=1=1.869*7B/8;*7B;.*<87@1.=1.;
@2=18;@2=18>=,*><.1.8;<1.<1*5578=.2=1.;-2;.,=5B8;27-2;.,=5B<852,2=27->,.;.,;>2=8;.7,8>;*0.*7B
8/=1.869*7BH<.6958B..<=85.*?.=1.2;.6958B6.7=8;=*4.*@*B<>,1.6958B..<8;*==.69==8<852,2=
27->,.;.,;>2=.7,8>;*0.8;=*4.*@*B.6958B..<8/=1.869*7B.2=1.;/8;6958B..8;/8;*7B8=1.;
9.;<878;.7=2=B

04*3"#+&&+*&'.,*><.6958B..H<<.;?2,.<*;.9.;<87*5*7->72:>.*7-+.,*><.
6958B..6*B1*?.*,,.<<=8*7-+.,86.*,:>*27=.-@2=1=1.87/2-.7=2*57/8;6*=2878/=1.869*7B
=1.869*7B<1*551*?.=1.;201==8.7/8;,.=12<0;..6.7=*7-*7B8/2=<9;8?2<287<+B273>7,=287<9.,2/2,
9.;/8;6*7,.8;8=1.;.:>2=*+5.;.52./@2=18>=+87-*7-@2=18>=9;.3>-2,.=8*7B8=1.;;201=<*7-;.6.-2.<
=1*==1.869*7B6*B1*?./8;*+;.*,18/=12<0;..6.7=


.3*$& +"42&

 "--&17B78=2,.1.;.+B;.:>2;.-8;9.;62==.-=8+.02?.7<1*55+.<>//2,2.7=5B
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JUUL LABS, INC.
SEPARATION AGREEMENT AND RELEASE
This Separation Agreement and Release (the “Agreement”) is entered into by and between JUUL
Labs, Inc., a Delaware corporation, on behalf of itself, its subsidiaries and other corporate affiliates
(collectively, “EMPLOYER”), and [EMPLOYEE NAME] (“EMPLOYEE”), residing at
[EMPLOYEE ADDRESS]. The parties to this Agreement are collectively referred to as the
“Parties” and individually as a “Party.”
WHEREAS, EMPLOYER has employed EMPLOYEE since [HIRE DATE], most recently as
[JOB TITLE]; and
WHEREAS, EMPLOYER and EMPLOYEE desire to settle fully and finally all differences or
potential differences between them, including, but not limited to, all differences or potential
differences arising out of or relating to EMPLOYEE’s employment or separation from
employment with EMPLOYER.
NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing and in consideration for the covenants below and
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are acknowledged,
EMPLOYER and EMPLOYEE agree as follows:
1. EMPLOYEE acknowledges that EMPLOYER has made the decision to terminate his/her
employment, and that such separation will be effective [SEPARATION DATE] (the
“Separation Date”). EMPLOYEE agrees that he/she will relinquish his/her operating
responsibilities as of [LDW], after which EMPLOYEE will not represent himself/herself as an
employee, officer, agent or representative of EMPLOYER for any purpose. EMPLOYEE will
be paid for any PTO that is accrued but unused as of [LDW] and all reimbursable business
expenses.
2. In consideration for EMPLOYEE’s execution of and compliance with this Agreement,
including EMPLOYEE’s waiver and release of claims set forth in Paragraph 4 below, and in
full and complete satisfaction of all final payments due to EMPLOYEE from EMPLOYER,
EMPLOYER agrees to provide EMPLOYEE with the following payments and benefits:
(a) Subject to signing of this Agreement and expiration of the revocation period described in
Paragraph 9 below, EMPLOYEE will be placed on a paid leave of absence between
[
], and the Separation Date (the “Paid Leave”).
). During the Paid Leave,
[LDW+1],
EMPLOYEE willl continue to receive his/her base salary at his/her current gross annual
rate on COMPANY’s normal payroll dates and subject to applicable tax withholding and
other deductions, provided, however, that the first payment made to EMPLOYEE may
include a lump sum equal to any installment payments that would have been made to
EMPLOYEE prior to that first payment date if payments had begun in accordance with
COMPANY’s normal payroll practices effective with the first payroll period commencing
after [LDW]. EMPLOYEE will also be eligible for continued equity vesting through the
Separation Date. EMPLOYEE will not accrue any PTO during the Paid Leave.
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[EMPLOYEE NAME]
Separation Date: [SEPARATION DATE]
(b) A net separation payment in the total gross amount of $[SEPARATION PAY], subject to
applicable tax withholding and other deductions. Payment shall be made to EMPLOYEE
in a lump sum within thirty (30) days after the Separation Date or the Effective Date of this
Agreement (as defined in Paragraph 8 below), whichever is later.
(c) Continuation of coverage under EMPLOYER’s group health insurance plan through
COBRA for the period beginning on [COBRA START DATE], and ending on [COBRA
END DATE] (the “COBRA Subsidy Period”), under the same coverage and on the same
terms and conditions generally afforded to EMPLOYER’s then-current active employees,
provided EMPLOYEE is eligible to receive such coverage, enrolls in COBRA with
EMPLOYER’s COBRA administrator not later than sixty (60) days following [LDW],
completes all documentation necessary to obtain such coverage in a timely manner, and
complies with all other conditions in this Paragraph. Following the COBRA Subsidy
Period, EMPLOYEE may, subject to statutory eligibility requirements, continue COBRA
coverage up to the statutory ending date at standard COBRA rates, and shall be responsible
for the entire COBRA premium for the remainder of the applicable COBRA continuation
period.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no payment or benefit shall be made or begin before the
Effective Date of this Agreement. A summary of the separation package to which EMPLOYEE
is entitled is set forth in Exhibit A hereto.
3. EMPLOYEE understands, acknowledges and agrees that the payments and benefits to be
provided under this Agreement exceed those to which he/she would otherwise be entitled under
the normal operation of any benefit plan, policy or procedure of EMPLOYER or under any
previous agreement (written or oral) between EMPLOYEE and EMPLOYER. EMPLOYEE
further acknowledges that the agreement by EMPLOYER to provide such additional payments
is beyond his/her entitlement, if any, and is conditioned upon EMPLOYEE’s release of all
claims against EMPLOYER and his/her compliance with all the terms and conditions of this
Agreement. EMPLOYEE is not entitled to any additional payment or consideration not
specifically referenced in this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed or
construed as an express or implied policy or practice of EMPLOYER to provide these or other
payments or benefits to any individual other than EMPLOYEE.
4. Release of Claims.
(a) For and in consideration of the obligations assumed by EMPLOYER in this Agreement,
EMPLOYEE, for himself/herself and his/her heirs, executors, administrators, successors
and assigns (collectively, “Releasor”), hereby releases and
nd discharges EMPLOYER and its
current or former parents, subsidiaries, related entities and affiliates, and their respective
employee
mployee benefit plans or funds, officers, directors,
directo , shareholders, partners, employees,
agents, trustees, administrators, predecessors,
successors and assigns (collectively,
predece
“Releasees”) from any and all claims,
claims demands, causes of action, and liabilities of any kind
(upon any legal or equitable theory, whether contractual, common law, statutory, federal,
state, local or otherwise, including, but not limited to, any claims for fees, costs and
disbursements of any kind), whether known or unknown, which Releasor now has, ever
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Separation Date: [SEPARATION DATE]
had, or hereafter may have, against Releasees, whether acting as agents of EMPLOYER or
in their individual capacities, based on any act, omission, practice, conduct, event or other
matter occurring up to and including the date on which EMPLOYEE signs this Agreement.
(b) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Releasor releases and discharges
Releasees from any and all claims arising out of EMPLOYEE’s employment with
EMPLOYER, the termination of his/her employment as provided for in this Agreement
and/or the events surrounding the circumstances relating to that termination, including, but
not limited to: (i) any claim under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans
with Disabilities Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, the False Claims Act, the Equal
Pay Act, the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, the Civil Rights Act of 1991,
Section 1981 of U.S.C. Title 42, the Sarbanes
Sarbanes-Oxley
Oxley Act of 2002, the Fair Labor Standards
Act, the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, the California Labor Code, the
California Private Attorneys General Act, and any other federal, state or local law or
ordinance prohibiting employment discrimination, harassment or retaliation; (ii) any and
all claims for compensation of any type whatsoever, including, but not limited to, claims
for salary, wages, bonuses, commissions, incentive compensation, vacation, paid time off
and severance that may be legally waived and released; (iii) any and all claims arising
under tort, contract and quasi-contract law, including, but not limited to, claims of breach
of contract (express or implied), tortious interference with contract or prospective business
advantage, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, promissory estoppel,
misrepresentation, detrimental reliance, invasion of privacy, wrongful or retaliatory
discharge, fraud, defamation, slander, libel, negligent or intentional infliction of emotional
distress or compensatory or punitive damages; and (iv) any and all claims for monetary or
equitable relief, including, but not limited to, attorneys’ fees, back pay, front pay,
reinstatement, experts’ fees, medical fees or expenses, costs, and disbursements. This
Release of Claims does not release claims arising after the date EMPLOYEE executes this
Agreement, nor claims that cannot be released as a matter of law, including, but not limited
to, EMPLOYEE’s right to file a charge with or participate in a charge by the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, or any other local, state, or federal administrative
body or government agency that is authorized to enforce or administer laws related to
employment, against EMPLOYER (with the understanding that any such filing or
participation does not give EMPLOYEE the right to recover any monetary damages against
EMPLOYER; EMPLOYEE’s Release of Claims herein bars EMPLOYEE from recovering
such monetary relief from EMPLOYER).
(c) This Release of Claims is intended to be effective as a general release of and bar to all claims
as stated in this Paragraph. EMPLOYEE expressly waives all claims under Section 1542 of
the California Civil Code, which provides:
A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS THAT THE
CREDITOR OR RELEASING PARTY DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT TO
EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE
RELEASE, AND THAT IF KNOWN BY HIM OR HER, WOULD HAVE
MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE
DEBTOR OR RELEASED PARTY.
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EMPLOYEE acknowledges that he/she may later discover claims or facts in addition to or
different from those which EMPLOYEE now knows or believes to exist with regards to
the subject matter of this Agreement, and which, if known or suspected at the time of
executing this Agreement, may have materially affected its terms. Nevertheless, Releasor
waives any and all claims that might arise as a result of such different or additional claims
or facts.
(d) EMPLOYEE agrees, except as otherwise prohibited by law or set forth in this Paragraph,
that he/she has not and will not, at any time hereafter, commence, maintain, prosecute,
participate in, or assist with (unless compelled by legal process or court order) any action
or proceeding of any kind, judicial or administrative, whether on behalf of EMPLOYEE or
a third party, in any court, agency, or investigative or administrative body against any
Releasee with respect to any act, omission, practice, conduct, event or any other matter
occurring up to and including the date on which EMPLOYEE signs this Agreement.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, EMPLOYEE agrees that he/she will not
bring or participate in any class action or collective action agains
against EMPLOYER which
asserts, in whole or in part, any claim(s) which arose prior to the date this Agreement is
signed by EMPLOYEE,, whether or not such claims are covered by the Release of Claims.
EMPLOYEE understands that nothing in this Agreement prohibits E
EMPLOYEE from
engaging in “Protected
Activity,”
which,
for
purposes
of
this
Agreement,
means filing a
Protected Activity,
charge or complaint or otherwise disclosing relevant information to or communicating,
cooperating, or participating with, any state, federal, or other governmental agency,
including the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, and the National Labor Relations Board, but does not include the disclosure
of any EMPLOYER’s attorney
attorney-client
client privileged communications. EMPLOYE
EMPLOYEE
understands that he/she is not required to obtain prior authorization from EMPLOYER or
inform EMPLOYER prior to engaging in any Protected Activity.
(e) EMPLOYEE represents and warrants that he/she has no knowledge of any work-related
injury or illness incurred while working for EMPLOYER, that he/she has not filed a claim
or an application for benefits under the Workers’ Compensation Laws, that he/she does not
contend that he/she has any such claim, and that he/she does not intend to make a claim or
file an application for benefits.
(f) The sole matters to which the release and covenants in this Paragraph do not apply are: (i)
EMPLOYEE’s rights under this Agreement; (ii) EMPLOYEE’s right to accrued vested
benefits under and in accordance with the terms of any qualified plan of EMPLOYER; and
(iii) EMPLOYEE’s claim for unemployment benefits.
5. The making of this Agreement is not intended, and shall not be construed, as an admission that
the Releasees have committed any wrong with respect to EMPLOYEE or that they have
violated any statute or other laws.
6. EMPLOYEE acknowledges and reaffirms in its entirety the Proprietary Information and
Invention Assignment Agreement executed upon commencement of his/her employment (the
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“PIIA Agreement”) and his/her continuing obligations thereunder. EMPLOYEE agrees that
EMPLOYER’s obligation to provide the payments and benefits set forth in Paragraph 2 above
is subject to confirmation that EMPLOYEE has returned to EMPLOYER an executed copy of
the Termination Certification attached as Exhibit C to the PIIA Agreement. Nothing in this
Agreement is intended to or shall be construed to modify, impair or terminate any of
EMPLOYEE’s obligations pursuant to the PIIA Agreement that by the terms of the PIIA
Agreement continue after the termination of his/her employment with EMPLOYER.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, EMPLOYEE understands that, pursuant to 18 U.S.C §
1833(b)(l), he/she cannot be held criminally or civilly liable under any federal or state trade
secret law for the disclosure of a trade secret that (a) EMPLOYEE makes (i) in confidence to
a federal, state, or local government official, either directly or indirectly, or to an attorney and
(ii) solely for the purpose of reporting or investigating a suspected violation of law; or (b)
EMPLOYEE makes in a complaint or other document filed in a lawsuit or other proceeding,
if such filing is made under seal. Nothing in this Agreement prohibits or restricts EMPLOYEE
(or EMPLOYEE’s attorney) from initiating communications directly with, responding to an
inquiry from, or providing testimony before the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
any other self-regulatory organization or any other federal or state regulatory authority
regarding this Agreement or its underlying facts or circumstances or a possible securities law
violation.
7. EMPLOYEE specifically agrees and acknowledges that:
(a) For and in consideration of the payments and benefits provided for in Paragraph 2 above,
EMPLOYEE agrees that, without the written authorization of the Chief Executive Officer
of EMPLOYER (or his/her authorized designee), he/she and his/her attorneys or agents
will not disclose the terms, conditions or existence of this Agreement to any person or
entity except to EMPLOYEE’s immediate family members; his/her attorney(s), if any;
his/her accountant or financial advisor, to the extent necessary to prepare his/her tax
returns; in response to a subpoena or court order; or as may be necessary in connection
with his/her receipt of State unemployment and/or disability benefits. EMPLOYEE further
agrees that he/she will advise any individual to whom the terms, conditions or existence of
this Agreement have been disclosed (in accordance with the foregoing sentence) of the
confidentiality requirements of this Paragraph and shall use his/her best efforts to ensure
that the requirements are complied with in all respects. Neither EMPLOYEE nor his/her
agents shall solicit, initiate or encourage any demand or request for the disclosure of any
information covered in this Paragraph.
(b) EMPLOYEE agrees that EMPLOYER’s obligation to provide the payments and benefits
set forth in Paragraph 2 above is subject to confirmation that EMPLOYEE has returned all
company property, including, but not limited to, keys, badges, credit cards, computer
hardware and software (including, but not limited to, laptops, iPads and flash drives),
documents or files (whether in electronic or hard copy format), manuals, records, drawings,
product samples, and any other company property in his/her possession, custody or control.
(c) EMPLOYEE agrees that, in the event EMPLOYEE is found to owe any monies to
EMPLOYER as of the Separation Date, EMPLOYER is authorized to deduct the total
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amount owed from the payment(s) set forth in Paragraph 2 above. Such monies may
include, but are not limited to, monies owed under a Relocation Addendum, charges that
EMPLOYEE failed to submit for reimbursement in a timely manner with appropriate
documentation per company policy, etc. In the event that the total amount owed by
EMPLOYEE exceeds the payment(s) set forth in Paragraph 2, EMPLOYEE agrees to
submit a check to EMPLOYER for the remaining balance owed within thirty (30) days of
the Separation Date.
(d) EMPLOYEE agrees that, during the Paid Leave period, he/she is prohibited from
commencing employment with another employer, whether on a full-time or part-time basis.
(e) EMPLOYEE agrees to refrain from any disparagement, defamation, libel or slander of
EMPLOYER or any of the other Releasees or tortious interference with the contracts and
relationships of EMPLOYER.
(f) EMPLOYEE agrees that he/she will direct prospective employers to EMPLOYER’s
People Team at hr@juul.com, which will provide EMPLOYEE’s dates of employment,
last position held and, subject to EMPLOYEE’s authorization, EMPLOYEE’s salary
information.
(g) EMPLOYEE understands that nothing in this Paragraph restricts or impedes EMPLOYEE
from (i) exercising protected rights, including rights under the National Labor Relations
Act (“NLRA”) or the federal securities laws, to the extent that such rights cannot be waived
by agreement; (ii) making statements in connection with filing a charge or participating in
any investigation or proceeding conducted by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, the National Labor Relations Board or other comparable federal, state or
local agency; or (iii) complying with any applicable law or regulation or a valid order of a
court of competent jurisdiction or an authorized government agency, provided that such
compliance does not exceed that required by the law, regulation, or order. EMPLOYEE
shall promptly provide written notice of any such order to: Chief Legal Officer, JUUL
Labs, Inc., 560 20th Street, San Francisco, California 94107.
8. By signing this Agreement, EMPLOYEE represents and warrants that:
(a) EMPLOYER advises EMPLOYEE that he/she should consult independent counsel before
executing this Agreement; and EMPLOYEE acknowledges that he/she has been so
advised. EMPLOYEE further acknowledges that he/she has had an opportunity to consider
this Agreement for at least ten (10) days before signing it. It is understood and agreed that
the offer contained in this Agreement shall automatically expire on the tenth day following
EMPLOYEE’s receipt of the Agreement.
(b) EMPLOYEE represents and warrants that he/she has carefully read this Agreement in its
entirety; that he/she has had an adequate opportunity to consider it and to consult with any
advisor of his/her choice about it; that he/she understands all its terms; that he/she
knowingly and voluntarily assents to all the terms and conditions contained herein,
including, without limitation, the waiver and release contained herein; that he/she is
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executing this Agreement, including the waiver and release, in exchange for good and
valuable consideration in addition to anything of value to which he/she is otherwise
entitled; that he/she is signing this Agreement voluntarily and of his/her own free will; and
he/she understands that the release contained in this Agreement does not apply to rights
and claims that may arise after the date on which EMPLOYEE signs this Agreement.
(c) This Agreement shall become effective on the date on which EMPLOYEE signs it (the
“Effective Date”).
9. EMPLOYER may freely assign this Agreement at any time. This Agreement shall inure to the
benefit of EMPLOYER and its successors and assigns.
10. This Agreement constitutes the complete agreement and understanding of the Parties,
supersedes any prior agreements or understandings of the Parties (whether oral or written), and
may be amended only in a writing signed by EMPLOYEE and EMPLOYER. EMPLOYEE
acknowledges that no representative of EMPLOYER has made any representation or promise
to him/her concerning the terms or conditions of this Agreement or his/her separation from
employment with EMPLOYER other than those expressly set forth in this Agreement.
11. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or modified unless such amendment or
modification is agreed to in writing and signed by EMPLOYEE and by EMPLOYER’s Chief
People Officer, or his/her designee. The waiver or failure of either Party to claim a breach of
any provision of this Agreement by the other Party shall not be deemed to constitute a waiver
or estoppel with respect to any subsequent breach or with respect to any provision thereof. Any
waiver must be in writing and signed by the waiving Party in order to be valid.
12. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be illegal, void or unenforceable, such provision
shall be of no force or effect. However, the illegality or unenforceability of such provision shall
have no effect upon, and shall not impair the legality or enforceability of, any other provision
of this Agreement; provided, however, that upon any finding by a court of competent
jurisdiction that a release or waiver of claims or rights or a covenant provided for by Paragraph
4 above is illegal, void or unenforceable, EMPLOYEE agrees, at EMPLOYER’s request, to
execute promptly a release, waiver and/or covenant that is legal and enforceable.
13. The Parties may execute this Agreement in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an
original, and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. Delivery
of an executed counterpart of this Agreement by facsimile, email or by any other electronic
means intended to preserve the original graphic and pictorial appearance of a document has
the same effect as delivery of an executed original of this Agreement.
14. This Agreement is intended to comply with Section 409A of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (“Section 409A”), which establishes personal tax and penalty liability for
certain deferred compensation, or an exemption thereunder, and shall be construed and
administered in accordance with Section 409A. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, all payments and benefits provided under this Agreement may only be made upon
an event and in a manner that complies with Section 409A or an applicable exemption. Any
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payments under this Agreement that may be excluded from Section 409A either as separation
pay due to an involuntary separation from service, as a short-term deferral, or as a settlement
payment pursuant to a bona fide legal dispute shall be excluded from Section 409A to the
maximum extent possible. For purposes of Section 409A, any installment payments provided
under this Agreement shall each be treated as a separate payment. Any payments to be made
under this Agreement upon a termination of employment shall only be made upon a “separation
from service” under Section 409A. Notwithstanding the foregoing, EMPLOYER makes no
representations or warranties with respect to the tax consequences of the payments and any
other consideration provided to EMPLOYEE or made on EMPLOYEE’s behalf under the
terms of this Agreement. In no event shall EMPLOYER be liable for all or any portion of any
taxes, penalties, interest or other expenses that may be incurred by EMPLOYEE on account of
non-compliance with Section 409A. EMPLOYEE agrees and understands that EMPLOYEE is
solely responsible for payment, if any, of local, state, and/or federal taxes on the payments and
any other consideration provided hereunder by EMPLOYER and any penalties or assessments
thereon.
15. This Agreement shall be interpreted and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
California applicable to contracts made and performed therein without regard to principles of
conflict of laws.
(a) Any controversy, claim or dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement (or between
EMPLOYEE and any other Releasee, each of whom is hereby designated a third party
beneficiary of this agreement regarding arbitration), or the interpretation thereof, shall be
settled exclusively by arbitration conducted in San Francisco, California, before a single
arbitrator in accordance with the employment arbitration rules of JAMS then in effect and
with discovery permitted by both Parties in accordance with such rules. The JAMS
Employment Arbitration Rules & Procedures can be found online at:
https://www.jamsadr.com/rules-employment. The arbitrator shall administer and conduct
any arbitration in accordance with California law, including the California Code of Civil
Procedure, and the arbitrator shall apply substantive and procedural California law to any
dispute or claim, without reference to any conflict-of-law provisions of any jurisdiction.
The award of the arbitrator shall be final and binding, and judgment may be entered on the
arbitrator’s award in any court having jurisdiction. Nothing in this Paragraph is intended
to limit any right EMPLOYEE may have to file a charge or claim with (or, to the extent
not barred by the Release of Claims, to obtain relief from) the National Labor Relations
Board, or other federal or state agencies. The Parties agree that any such arbitration shall
be conducted on an individual basis only, not a class, representative or collective basis, and
hereby waive any right to bring classwide, collective or representative claims before any
arbitrator or in any forum. EMPLOYEE KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY
WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO A JURY TRIAL FOR ANY CONTROVERSY, CLAIM
OR DISPUTE ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR
ITS INTERPRETATION. Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Paragraph will
prevent either Party from seeking provisional relief in court in connection with an
arbitration on the ground that an award may be rendered ineffective without provisional
relief, including for the improper use, disclosure or misappropriation of a Party’s
proprietary, confidential or trade secret information.
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(b) This Agreement may be entered into any arbitral (or other necessary) proceeding to prove
that a settlement was reached and its material terms, so long as application is first made to
file it under seal.
(c) In the event that this arbitration provision is for any reason deemed unenforceable by a
court of competent jurisdiction, the Parties agree that any civil suit resulting from any
controversy or dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the interpretation
thereof, shall be commenced in a court of competent jurisdiction in San Francisco,
California.
16. Any breach of the provisions of Paragraphs 2, 4, 6, 7 and/or 8 of this Agreement shall be
considered a material breach of this Agreement. Upon the finding of an arbitrator that a Party
has breached any provisions of Paragraphs 2, 4, 6, 7 and/or 8, the prevailing party shall be
entitled to recover from the other Party such reasonable amount as awarded by the arbitrator,
in addition to reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in such action, to the extent
permitted under applicable law.
[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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THE UNDERSIGNED ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT THEY HAVE FULLY READ,
UNDERSTAND AND VOLUNTARILY ENTER INTO THIS SEPARATION AGREEMENT
AND RELEASE. THE UNDERSIGNED FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS
AGREEMENT IS A LEGALLY BINDING DOCUMENT AND THAT BY SIGNING IT,
THEY ARE RELEASING CERTAIN LEGAL RIGHTS.
EMPLOYEE

JUUL LABS, INC.

By:

By:
[EMPLOYEE NAME]

Date:

Name:
Title:
Date:
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EXHIBIT A
Separation Package Summary 1
for [Employee Name]

1

Employment Date:

[HIRE DATE]

Job Title:

[JOB TITLE]

Current Salary:

$[SALARY]

Paid Leave ([LDW+1] – [TERM DATE]):

$[AMOUNT]

Net Separation Pay:

$[SALARY]

Special Bonus:

$[AMOUNT]

TOTAL CASH PAYMENT (X MTHS. + BONUS):

$[AMOUNT]

COBRA Subsidy Period:

[COBRA START DATE],
through
[COBRA END DATE]

All amounts set forth are subject to applicable tax withholding and other deductions.
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External Communications Policy

PURPOSE
The purpose of this External Communications Policy (the "Policy") is to define the high-level
requirements for external communications from JUUL Labs, Inc. ("JUUL Labs" or the
"Company") and ensure that JUUL Labs' communication resources are used in a manner
that is consistent with the Company's mission and business objectives, and also in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations, adopted industry codes, and related
JUUL Labs policies. This Policy also clarifies the obligations all JUUL Labs directors,
officers, and employees, regardless of location or nationality (collectively "JUUL Labs
Personnel") have regarding their use of Digital Media when related to their work for JUUL
Labs.

::,
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~

2
2.1

This Policy applies to all JUUL Labs Personnel and any contractors, consultants, or Third
Parties who provide such services on behalf of JUUL Labs.

2.2

This Policy applies to all external communications made by or on behalf of the Company,
whether written, oral, electronic or hard copy (each a "Company Communication"). This
generally includes any situation where JUUL Labs Personnel or Third Parties exercise any
influence or control over a communication.

2.3

The following communications are considered Company Communications and are subject
to the requirements of this Policy:
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2.3.1

Social Media/digital communications

c

2.3.2

Promotional/commercial communications

E
::,

2.3.3

Investor communications

2.3.4

Policy maker/government official communications

2.3.5

Communications with potential employees

0

2.3.6

Communications with potential or current business partners
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2.3.7

Media engagement
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2.4

This Policy does not apply to communications made by JUUL Labs Personnel in a purely
personal capacity. The determination as to whether a communication constitutes a
Company Communication shall be subject to the determination of Legal and Compliance.

Q)

~

2.4.1

Personal communications are outside the scope of the Policy as long as they
contain no more than a neutral, passing reference to the Company or its products,
staff, policies, research, relationships, or competitors. This includes
communications in which you identify the Company as your employer in a personal
online profile, or discuss non-confidential information related to the Company in
personal private communication.

2.4.2

Any other external communications that refer to the Company or its products, staff,
policies, research, relationships, or competitors are subject to this Policy. For the
avoidance of doubt, this includes, but is not limited to, communications involving
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(/)
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personal use of a Company computer or email address and personal speaking
engagements.
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POL-00001

Social Media Policy
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Code of Conduct
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JUUL Brand Book

https://www.juul.com/tm-quide

JUUL Trademark and Brand Usage Guide
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DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
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Term
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Definition
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Authorized Spokespersons

The Chief Executive Officer, Chief Administrative Officer,
Chief Legal Officer, Chief Communications Officer or
designee

Company Communications

All external communications made by or on behalf of the
Company, whether written, oral, electronic or hard copy

Confidential Information

Any and all information regarding the Company that has
not been publicly disseminated. This includes, but is not
limited to, designs, patents, concepts, ideas, customer or
supplier lists and information, and financial data
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Material Non-Public
Information
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Third Party
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Digitized content that can be transmitted over the internet
or computer networks
Any and all information that would affect the market value
of the Company that has not been disseminated to the
general public
Any person or entity that JUUL Labs has engaged to act
on behalf of the Company or that otherwise sells or
promotes the Company's products

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1

The Chief Communications Officer, or his or her designee, is responsible for authorizing
any Company Communications that have not gone through a documented internal approval
process.

5.2

The Chief Communications Officer, in consultation with the Chief Legal Officer, and with
input as needed from the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Administrative Officer, or any of
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their respective designees, is responsible for making the final determination on whether a
Company Communication is approved.
C:

0
VJ

5.3

An authorized Spokesperson may engage in Company Communications on behalf of the
Company but may not depart from the principles set forth in this Policy without the explicit
prior approval of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Administrative Officer, Chief Legal
Officer, or Chief Communications Officer.

5.4

All JUUL Labs Personnel are responsible for following this Policy.

5.5

The Legal team is responsible for interpreting this Policy. Any questions regarding this
Policy should be referred to the Legal team.
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PROCEDURE
General
6.1.1

All Company Communications must be made by authorized JUUL Labs Personnel
or Third Parties and go through the appropriate internal approval procedures. They
must be fair, complete, accurate, and not misleading, either by inclusion or
omission.

....
....

6.1.2

All Company Communications must be consistent with any previously approved
global position on the subject or issue, unless authorized by Corporate Affairs.

VJ
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6.1.3

All Company Communications that incorporate a Company or product brand,
trademark or logo must comply with the appropriate brand and trademark
guidelines. See JUUL Brand Book and SOP on Marketing and Sale of JUUL
Products for additional information.
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6.2

Approval of Communications
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6.2.1

All Company Communications must receive internal approval, as required by
applicable policies or procedures, except as set forth below in section 6.3. Where
no other internal approval process applies, the Company Communication must be
approved by the Chief Communications Officer, or his or her designee, pursuant to
this Policy.

6.2.2

Confidential information, any information marked or intended only for internal
communication or use within the Company, and any other information obtained
during the course of employment must not be disclosed or used in any Company
Communication or personal communication without prior approval.

6.2.3

The Company's intellectual property, including any trademark, copyrights, or other
intellectual property, must not be used in any communications that are unrelated to
official Company business without prior approval from the VP of Intellectual
Property or his or her designee.

6.2.4

All relevant approvals must be sought for any speaking engagement that involves
more than a neutral, passing reference to the Company or its products, staff,
policies, research, relationships, or competitors. Scientific, technical and medical
communications must receive internal approval as required by applicable policies or
procedures, referenced above in Section 3. To communicate on other topics,
approval must be obtained through all applicable internal approval processes.
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6.2.5

All communications with governmental, regulatory, non-governmental, or other
public bodies must be made by personnel authorized by the Chief Legal Officer in
consultation with the necessary regulatory or governmental employees.

6.2.6

JUUL Labs Personnel must consider a variety of factors when considering
invitations to take part in discussions in a public forum, or other external speaking
engagements, and are expected to consult their managers, the Corporate
Communications team, and the Legal and Compliance teams as applicable. When
JUUL Labs Personnel take part in discussions in a public forum, they must ensure
that their participation accords with all applicable Company policies and procedures
and laws, rules, and regulations and that any responses provided do not contradict
Company statements and do not reflect poorly on the Company. In addition, JUUL
Labs Personnel must make clear that their opinions are their own and not the
Company's.
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6.3

Communicating as a Part of Our Day-to-Day Business Activity

Q)

::0

6.3.1

The requirements of this Policy regarding internal approval do not apply to
communications JUUL Labs Personnel have with each other, as well as with any
Third Party, when such communications are a reasonable and necessary part of
day-to-day business activity (e.g., email, handwritten notes, phone calls, etc.) and
are consistent with individual roles and authority. However, all communications can
be subject to external scrutiny, including disclosure in litigation and other
proceedings, and therefore all JUUL Labs Personnel must ensure that all
communications are appropriate and comply with all other applicable Company
policies, the JUUL Labs Code of Conduct and the JUUL Culture and Policy
Handbook.

6.3.2

The requirements of this Policy for communications to be accurate and consistent
with Company policies and procedures are not intended to prevent legitimate and
well-informed discussions in relation to informal, day-to-day business activities, nor
to inhibit the proper and appropriate exchange of information when JUUL Labs
Personnel act as nominated Company representatives on professional or similar
bodies. Any questions regarding whether a particular communication is a Company
Communication should be referred to the Legal or Compliance teams.
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External Communications
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Press Releases
6.4.1.1

VJ

~

6.4.2

The Company will issue press releases from time to time to disclose
information that is important or of use to the public. Press releases will be
prepared and reviewed in accordance with the Company's established
practices, including review by the Company's auditors and counsel, if
appropriate. Press releases will be approved by, and issued under, the
supervision of an Authorized Spokesperson.

Public Policy Communications
6.4.2.1

Communications with governments, nongovernmental organizations, and
other public bodies to inform or influence public policy are managed by
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specific functions, including Government Affairs, Regulatory Affairs and
Scientific Affairs.
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Communications with Investment Community
6.4.3.1
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6.4.4

It is the Company's policy that all its communications with the investment
community comply with applicable law, and that no confidential information
of the Company is publicly disseminated. Only an Authorized
Spokesperson may engage in discussions about the Co pany with the
investor community, and all such inquiries from outsiel~ arties must be
referred to an Authorized Spokesperson.

Communications with the Media
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Communications with or through the m ·
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the support of, the Chief Communicati
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6.4.4.2 All requests from the media for in
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Officer or his or her designee
6.4.4.3 Country by country exception
country-specific
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planned event that impacts, or has the
continuity and/or the Company's reputation),
n
anaged in line with any approved escalation
d shou cl be managed by the Chief Executive Officer, Chief
Chief Administrative Officer and Chief Communications
ropriate.

t Information
SRecific functions are responsible for providing certain types of Company
proc:k1ct information. For example, some communications about our clinical
arid behavioral data are restricted to functions such as Regulatory and
Scientific Affairs, while the Commercial Group provides product
information to customers and retail partners using approved
communications methods and materials.
6.4.6.2 These communications are governed by very specific standards and
procedures, which JUUL Labs Personnel and Third Parties must be aware
of and comply with, if they apply to the intended communication. If you are
unsure of what standards apply, you may reference the documents in
Section 3, above, or speak with the Legal and Compliance teams.
6.4.6.3 All JUUL Labs Personnel must be aware that any communication about
the Company or its products, staff, policies, research, relationships, or
competitors generally constitutes a Company Communication and is
covered by this Policy.
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6.5.2

The use of the JUUL Labs corporate name, identity or logo or the JUUL pr0c:luct
name, identity or logo in communications by our suppliers, distribut rs, etailers or
other vendors is subject to a specific approval proeess, as o tlined in t e JUUL
Trademark and Brand Usage Guide.

6.5.3

The JUUL Labs corporate name, logo branding, an color sc eme and the JUUL
product name, logo, branding, and color scheme mus be obtained or sourced from
the Legal team or from approved exter:nal assets.
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6.6

Global Digital Media Channels
6.6.1

Mobile Applications: All mobile applications ust follow a common lifecycle process,
and appropriate management antl regulato~ approval must be obtained prior to the
creation of any new mobile pplic tion. If a mobile application is being replicated
across various countries approval rom each local market must be obtained.

6.6.2

Websites: All websites must go through the PIRC review and approval process.
Certain website eor1tent (including Bress Releases and other news content) may go
through a seRarate approval Rr::ocess agreed upon by the Legal and Compliance
teams. Any website et directed at a U.S. audience may be required to follow
additional count -specific requirements and, in addition to U.S. approval, must also
undergo review arid approval at a country-specific level.

6.6.3

Social Media: All social media accounts, biogs, webpages, and related content
carrying the JUUL Labs brand identity must undergo review and approval through
the PIRC p ocess. JUUL Labs Personnel are welcome to operate personal social
media accouRts, but should neither use the JUUL Labs brand identity, nor hold
t ese acemmts out to be JUUL Labs-owned or -sponsored content. Please refer to
ROL-00001, Social Media Policy for additional information.
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JUUL Labs-approved brand identity should be reflected in all communications. The
use of corporate and product brands in both internal and external communications
is governed by specific standards and guidance, including the kJUL Labs Brand
Book.
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6.4.6.4 Approved product communications may vary from country to country.
Before engaging in communication about a Company product, it is
important to be aware of the requirements for approved product
communications in the country to which the communication is being made.
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We are a collection of amazing, flexible and smart individuals always shifting in ways that allow us to
work collaboratively to create awesome products.
If there’s one thing we’ve learned at JUUL Labs it’s that priorities shift, people grow and change, the
market evolves and our organization is constantly adjusting to these changes. Be prepared to embrace
change and growth, be flexible and nimble and be ready to help lead and guide our efforts to stay ahead of
the curve. Additionally:
We keep our organization as flat as possible.
Everyone is responsible for helping all our teams succeed.
The majority of employees work out of the San Francisco headquarters. Whatever your location, you’ll
get to know each of our teams well!
Administration
Customer Operations
Engineering
Finance
Information Technology
Marketing
Product Management
Public Policy
Regulatory and Clinical Affairs
Sales
Strategic Finance

Data and Analytics
Digital
Facilities
Global Supply Chain
Legal
People & Talent
Program Management
Quality
Research and Development
Scientific Affairs
Community Engagement and Social Responsibility

In the Office
As an employee at JUUL Labs, you are encouraged to explore, talk to people, join lunch conversations,
ask people out for coffee, etc. Do not be afraid to introduce yourself or ask questions. We’re all here to
help and make sure you’re off to a great start.
Weekly All Hands
Every other Wednesday at 10am San Francisco time, we meet for 30 minutes to hear breaking company
news, team updates, individual wins, and recognize above and beyond performance from the week. If
you’re not in the SF office, you’ll be able to dial in and/or access the videos on Box.

Communication
As is obvious by our office layout and team structure, we value real and honest conversation. And while
we rely on email and technology across the company to facilitate our business, face to face dialogue is our
preferred method for real communication. Whenever feasible, get up from your chair, walk around the
office and talk to the people who can help and contribute to the issues driving your work day. That’s all to
say, keep it real.
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IT Policy and Procedures
The company will provide each employee with the computer equipment needed to perform their job
function. The equipment provided will vary depending on your department and role, but most employees
are issued a MacBook Air. All computer equipment must be returned to the company upon departure.
Should you need further equipment for the successful completion of your work, please speak to your
manager.
JUUL Labs has invested a lot of money into all of this equipment, and everyone is expected to take care
of company property and report any problems to the Office Manager. Don’t leave your equipment in
your car...ever. Don’t leave your laptop on a cafe table unattended. Basically, treat the equipment as if it
were your own.

Technology Use and Security
JUUL Labs provides various technology resources to authorized employees to assist them in performing
their job duties for JUUL Labs. Each employee has a responsibility to use JUUL Labs’ technology resources
in a manner that increases productivity, enhances JUUL Labs’ public image, and is respectful of other
employees. Failure to follow JUUL Labs' policies regarding technology resources may lead to disciplinary
measures, up to and including termination of employment.

Technology Resources Definition
“Technology Resources” consist of all electronic devices, software, and means of electronic communication
that are owned by JUUL Labs, that are used on or accessed from JUUL Labs’ premises, or that are used in
performing JUUL Labs business. This can include, but is not limited to, personal computers, laptops,
computer hardware, external hard disks, printers, modems, fax machines, copiers, computer software
(including software that grants access to external services, such as the Internet, email, chat/messaging
(Slack, Google Chat), etc.), voicemail systems, telephones, cellular phones, and other handheld devices.

Improper Use
Employees shall not illegally share copyrighted material over JUUL Labs' network, including without
limitation through the use of e-mail, web pages, or file sharing software. This applies to JUUL Labs owned
computers as well as personally owned computers if accessing JUUL Labs' network. Unauthorized
distribution of copyrighted material may subject the employee to termination as well as civil and criminal
liabilities.
JUUL Labs is aware that employees use electronic mail for correspondence that is less formal than written
memoranda. Employees must not:
use JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources to transmit, receive, or store any information that is
discriminatory, harassing, defamatory, obscene, indecent, threatening, or that otherwise could
adversely affect any individual, group, or entity (e.g., sexually explicit or racial messages, jokes,
or cartoons).
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use JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources to copy, retrieve, forward, or send copyrighted materials
unless the employee has the author's permission.
use JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources for any illegal purpose, violation of any company policy,
in a manner contrary to the best interests of JUUL Labs, in any way that discloses confidential or
proprietary information of JUUL Labs or third parties, or for personal or pecuniary gain.

Company Access to Technology Resources
Access to JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources is within the sole discretion of JUUL Labs. All messages
sent and received, including, without limitation, personal messages, and all data and information stored on
JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources (including, without limitation, on its electronic mail system,
chat/messaging systems, or computer systems) are JUUL Labs’ property regardless of the content and
should not be considered private or confidential. As such, JUUL Labs reserves the right to access all of its
Technology Resources and any and all information stored on its Technology Resources including, without
limitation, its computers, chat messages, and electronic mail systems, at any time, in its sole discretion.
Employees should understand, therefore, that they have no right of privacy with respect to any messages or
information created, collected, or maintained on JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources, including personal
information or messages. JUUL Labs may, at its discretion, inspect all messages and information on its
Technology Resources at any time for any reason. JUUL Labs may also monitor its Technology Resources
at any time in order to determine compliance with its policies, for purposes of legal proceedings, to
investigate misconduct, to locate information, or for any other legitimate business purpose.

Passwords
Certain of JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources can be accessed only by entering a password. Passwords are
intended to prevent unauthorized access to information. Passwords do not confer any right of privacy upon
any employee of JUUL Labs. JUUL Labs may override any password on its Technology Resources.
Employees are expected to maintain their passwords as confidential, but must provide passwords to IT or
HR upon request. Employees must not share passwords and must not access coworkers' systems without
express authorization.

Internet and Online Services
JUUL Labs provides authorized employees access to online services such as the Internet. JUUL Labs
expects that employees will use these services in a responsible way and for business-related purposes and
occasional personal use only. JUUL Labs reserves the right to monitor both the amount of time spent using
online services and the sites visited by individual employees.

Confidential Information
JUUL Labs is very sensitive to the issue of protection of trade secrets and other confidential and proprietary
information of both JUUL Labs and third parties ("Confidential Information"). Therefore, employees are
expected to use good judgment and to adhere to the highest ethical standards when using or transmitting
Confidential Information on JUUL Labs’ Technology Resources.
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Acknowledgement of Receipt of JUUL Labs
Employee Handbook
I acknowledge that I have received a copy of the JUUL Labs Employee Handbook
(“Handbook”). I understand that I am responsible for reading and abiding by all policies and
procedures in this Handbook, as well as other policies and procedures of the Company.
I also understand that the purpose of this Handbook is to inform me of the Company’s policies
and procedures, and it is not a contract of employment. Nothing in this Handbook provides any
entitlement to me or to any Company employee, nor is it intended to create contractual
obligations of any kind. I understand that the Company has the right to change any provision of
this Handbook at any time and that I will be bound by any such changes.

__________________________________

_______________

Signature

Date

__________________________________
Full Name (please print)

Please sign and date one copy of this acknowledgement and return it to Human Resources.
Retain a second copy for your reference.
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JUUL Labs, Inc. ("JUUL Labs" or the "Company") recognizes that social media has had a
dramatic impact on the way people communicate, and that there are benefits from the use
of social media. While only certain JUUL Labs Executive Officers may provide corporate
communications on behalf of JUUL Labs, JUUL Labs recognizes that its employees may
engage in social media activity on their own behalf. This Policy on Social Media ("Policy")
should be followed when engaging, both professionally and personally, through social
media. This policy is offered as a reference for appropriate online conduct, both personally
and professionally. It replaces all previous company social media policies and applies to
all forms of employee postings and communications on JUUL Labs' social media
platforms, as well as on employees' own and third parties' social media sites.

SCOPE

Social media can take many forms for professional and personal use in particular, but not
limited to, both internal and external websites, weblogs ("biogs"), microblogs (e.g.,
Twitter), wikis, social networks, podcasts, RSS feeds, file sharing, user-generated video
and audio, virtual worlds, discussion forums, electronic bulletin boards, instant messaging
and other forms of online communication, publishing and dialogue (collectively referred to
as "Social Media" in this Policy). Social Media forums that are included are: Facebook,
lnstagram, Snapchat, Linked In, YouTube, Pinterest, Flickr, and Reddit. The terms of this
Policy apply to all of these forms of social media, whether or not specifically referenced in
a particular provision or example.
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Social Media Policy

Although it is not the intention of this Policy to restrict an employee's ability to have an
online presence or to mandate what an employee can and cannot say when employees
participate in social networking, they are not only representing themselves but, as our
employees, may also be seen by others as representatives of the company.
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This Policy applies to all JUUL Labs directors, officers, and employees, regardless of
location or nationality. Within this Policy, these individuals are often referred to collectively
as "employees" or "team members." In addition to our employees, this Policy also applies
to JUUL Labs' subsidiaries and affiliates and all third parties acting on behalf of JUUL
Labs such as agents, vendors and other representatives that post on JUUL Labs' behalf
to social media.
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Company Spokespersons
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3.1.1

Only limited Executive and Corporate Communication employees are authorized
to speak on behalf of JUUL Labs. You should not represent yourself as an
authorized spokesperson for JUUL Labs unless you have been authorized by the
Legal Department to do so.

3.1.2

If a member of the media contacts you to speak on behalf of JUUL Labs about a
company-related post or content, contact Corporate Communications for direction
before responding. Please be aware that the company may request that you
remove any posts that are in viola tion of this Policy.
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Separation of Accounts
3.2.1

Company Accounts
3.2.1.1

Company social media accounts include, but are not limited to, social
media accounts created for the purpose of the marketing and publicity of
our products. Company accounts may have been created prior to or
during your employment, by you or by someone else.
3.2.1.2 No company social media account may be created by an employee or
third party without the prior approval of the Social Media Manager and
Executive level of approval, if required, when setting up ary company
account. The registration must be either in the name of JUUL Labs, Inc,
JUUL Labs or JUUL Vapor (or the appropriate orand or. imprint) or must
include JUUL Labs identifying information, and the accouq_t Gsername
and password must always be available to otl'ler employees and
supervisors including the Social Media_
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3.2.2.1

Personal social media accounts include, but are not limited to, accounts.
created by you primarily for personal purposes. These personal accounts
may or may not also sometimes be used by you to talk about your work
or, in a professional capacity, to promote activations happening at JUUL
Labs. These accounts would include, without limitation, your personal
Facebook page, lnstagram page or a Twitter account that is in your
name and that you use primarily for personal purposes.
3.2.2.2 Unless you have been authorized by the Social Media Manager, do not
use ans, com any brand or other identifier that is similar to a company
brand or trademark in your personal social media handle, if such use
coula reas9 nably confuse others into thinking that you are speaking on
behalf of the company or in some company-approved capacity.
Dishonesty will be quickly noticed in the social media environment.
3.2.2.3 JUUL Labs expects each of its employees to apply the same standards
of personal and professional responsibility and decorum to personal
social media activity as they would to any aspect of their business
activities - were they conducted in print, on the telephone, or face-toface.
Never present yourself as an independent consumer for example,
to promote one of our products or promotions. If you have a vested
professional interest in what you are discussing, this vested
interest and your relationship to the company should be disclosed.
3.2.2.5 You are personally responsible for the contents of your postings.
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Personal Accounts

3.3

Interaction with JUUL Labs Policies
3.3.1

JUUL Labs Policies
3.3.1.1

All JUUL Labs policies in effect at the time of your online activity,
including, but not limited to, the employee code of conduct, the equal
employment opportunity policy, and the sexual, gender-based and anti-
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Social Media Policy
harassment policy, apply w ith equal force to social media
communications.
3.3.1.2 Activity that may conflict with JUUL Lab's policies and this Social Media
Policy includes, but is not limited to, discriminatory remarks and threats
of violence or similar inappropriate or illegal conduct. When engaging
with social media, always be honest, respectful and courteous.
3.3.1.3 If you decide to post complaints or criticism, avoid postings that could
reasonably be viewed as malicious, libelous, obscene, abusive or
threatening, or that are disrespectful to coworkers, custome s,
horn we do business,
competitors, suppliers, or other third parties wit
or that might constitute harassment, bullying, or intim elation. Ex mples
of such conduct would include offensive posts meant te intentionally
harm someone's reputation or posts that could contribute to a hostile
work environment on the basis of race, sex, disability, religion, or any
other status protected by law or any company policies.

3.3.2
~

3.3.2.1 Disclosure of any company confidential information (or information of any

a,

third party to which JUUL Labs owes a duty of confidentiality) is
prohibited except as expressly permittep in accordance with the
Employee Confidential Information and Information Assignment
Agreement or Confidentiality Agreement you signed upon becoming an
employee. Confidential' lnformafion is fully defined in these agreements,
and includes but is not limited to sensitive, non-public, proprietary, and
financial information.
3.3.2.2 EmploY,ees may not post on social media or communicate any company
or third party confidential or trade secret information or any material that
could violate financia( disclosure rules. Such material includes, but is not
limited t , all confidential internal company information including, without
limitatiQn, reports or communications, information on upcoming deals,
announce .ents about embargoed material, earnings, forecasts, sales
Igures or market share information, strategies or policies on pricing,
sales or marketing, and confidential information of partners or potential
p~rtners.
Additionally, there may be other regional or local privacy laws or
regulations that apply. It is important to be aware of this as you engage
in Social Media. If you have questions about whether a law or regulation
applies to you, please contact your supervisor, or the Compliance or
Legal Departments.
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Confidential Information

3.3.3

Protecting Copyrights and Trademarks

3.3.3.1 In addition, employees may not disclose or use confidential, proprietary,
or trade secret information of any JUUL Labs client, customer, or other
entity with whom JUUL Labs has a business relationship. Employees
may not disclose confidential details of a client or customer engagement,
or of a business strategy or product. In addition, colleagues may not
comment on confidential JUUL Labs financial information such as JUUL
Labs' future business performance, business plans, or prospects.
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4.2

Credit original sources when you post content and bear in mind that hbel, privacy,
copyright, false advertising and other legal issues apply to any electronic posting, just as
they apply to more traditional forms of communication.

4.3

Be mindful at all times that your postings on social media Uust as any written materials
and all emails, texts, instant messages and other forms of electronic communication) are
potentially discoverable in the event of litigation and could unnecessarily subject both you
and the company to liability

4.4

Company Account Considerations
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

With any form of social media, consider the potential consequences ef your, conte t. If
what you are about to post or send seems questionable, carefully reread it and r onsider
it before acting. The Internet archives everything, so even deleted posfngs can often
survive even if you can no longer access them.
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3.3.3.2 To protect employees and JUUL Labs, it is critical that the employees
and third parties respect the laws governing trademark, copyright, and
fair use of trademarked or copyrighted material owned by others,
including JUUL Labs' own intellectual property, trademarks, copyrights
and brands, as well as any other laws governing online activities.
3.3.3.3 Colleagues should not disparage competitors (or their products) or other
adverse parties
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4.4.1

In all cases, when y9u communicate ol'iline via a company social media account,
the account itself and all of the contents of your posts. as well as all third-party
posts, and all passw ros, log-in information, usernames, handles, contacts and
compiled information connected -to the account, are owned by JUUL Labs as its
proprietary and (to the extent { pplicable) confidential information and are in all
respects subject to its control. Usernames and passwords for company social
media accounts must be kept strictly confidential at all times and not shared with
any unauthorized lndjvidual and may not be changed by you without the Social
Media Manager's approval. At any time upon request, and prior to leaving the
company.,you will provide the comp~ny with the login information, including
usernames and passwords, and any other information necessary for access, for
each company social media account that you created, used , or managed. When
using company accounts, you must always follow the guidelines provided above
in the General Principles section as well as the provisions in this section.

4.4.2

Don't censor or delete user posts solely because they are unfavorable to JUUL
Labs. Examples of proper grounds for deletion include posts from underage
posters or posts that contain unlawful or offensive language or vulgarities - not
just "I hate this product." When interacting with third parties on company social
media sites or responding to consumer or user complaints, exercise caution.
Where the interaction is contentious or appears to raise any legal issues, consult
with a supervisor, Corporate Communications or the Legal Department. When
using a company social media account to promote and/or administer a contest,
sweepstakes, or giveaway, always link to a page that lists the official rules that
have been approved by the Legal Department.
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OWNERSHIP
Anything that is posted to Company Accounts is owned by JUUL Labs. For your Personal
Account, you own, and if you leave the company, would continue to own, any such
personal account, along with its handle (or similar identifier) and postings, however,
certain content - for example, photographs or other intellectual property that was created
specifically for your work on company time - is owned by the company, and access to
such materials must be provided to us upon request, either before or after- you leave the
company. If you have any questions about what materials would fall under this exception,
please discuss with a supervisor or department head.
REPORTING PROCEDURE

6.1

Any deviation from the requirements of this Policy is subject to management approval on
a case-by-case basis and will only be approved if lawful and consistent w ith our policies,
and if the company determines that the deviation would serve an imRortant business
purpose.

6.2

This policy is not intended to preclude or dissuade employees from engaging in activities
protected by state or federal law, including th~ National Labor Relations Act, such as
discussing wages, benefits, or other terms and conditions of employment, forming, joining
or supporting labor unions, bargaining c,9llectively thro gh representatives of their
choosing, raising complaints about working conditions for their own and their fellow
employees' mutual aid or protection, or legally required activities.

6.3

As the federal and state laws and regulatory requirements ("Laws") that apply to JUUL
Labs may change from time to time and be complex in application, the Legal Department
will be responsible for determining how such Laws apply to JUUL Labs' activities and
business practices. Employees should seek guidance from the Legal Department
regarding the Laws that govern their activities on behalf of the Company, as well as any
specific questions or concerns about whether a potential course of action generates
compliance concerns.

6.4

JUUL Labs' employees have an affirmative obligation to report suspected non-compliance
with this Policy, o any, SOP or policy to their manager, General Counsel, or CEO. JUUL
Labs strictly proliibits retaliation against an individual who makes good faith reports or
who assists in follow up on such reports.

6.5

Violations of this olicy, or failure to report a violation of any Policy, may result in
corrective action up to and including termination of employment. If you have questions
regarding this policy, please contact your supervisor or the General Counsel.
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Exhibit 7
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6

You are at a friend's dinner
party and you end up in a
conversation with an underage
person who admits to vaping.
They assert that everyone does it
and that there's nothing wrong.
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6

Remember.

We should never engage with youth
on the topics of tobacco or nicotine.
Reimagine.

How might you redirect this young person?
Redirect.

Advise the teen to talk to their parents or another
supportive adult in their lives.
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A young niece or nephew
that knows you work at JUUL Labs
confides in you that they
have been smoking for a year,
and are trying to quit.
They ask if JUUL is healthier
than cigarettes.
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8

Remember.
e
Nic otin e is never app rop riat
for young people.

Reimagine.
on's trust
How might you hon or this pers
nicotine use?
and also prevent them from

Redirect.
r challenges
Encourage them to share thei
supportive adu lt
with their parents or another
in their lives.
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9

A friend posts an article with
misinformation about JUUL Labs to
social media and tags you in the
post. You start commenting and
get into heated debates with your
friend and their social network.
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9

Remember.

JUUL Labs does not engage in social media.

Reimagine.

How might you engage with your friend
offline to share your perspective?

Redirect.

Invite your friend to grab a coffee
or give them a call. Consider sharing your
personal reasons for working at JUUL Labs
and your commitment to our mission as well
as our work to prevent youth from engaging
with our products.
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16

You are in a meeting
and you notice a colleague
sharing JUUL Labs-related memes
and laughing at the content.
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Remember.
If our products are displayed in a way that
appeals to young people, even by a third party,
we are failing in our mission to prevent young
people from using nicotine.
Reimagine.
How might you remind your colleague
how dangerous this kind of content is to our
business and mission?
Redirect.
Ask your colleagues not to share content like
this-the more people that view and share this
content, the more likely people are to create it in
the future. If you have questions, feel free to email
brandprotect ion@juul.com .

